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TO FULLY APPRECIATE
PIONEERS NEW DIRECT-DRIVE

TURNTABLE.YOU HAVE TO TAKE APART
THE COMPETITION.

When you compare what soes into most $20(fhigh : fidelity turntables to 
what goes into Pioneer's new PL-518, you'll find there's no comparison.

On many turntables, the motoi is suspended Irom the base itsell, wheie the slightest
vibration can be picked up by  tin? stylus. The PI.-5 Ws direct drive motor is anchored ro <i

nietdtplate beneath the base, where this is lar less likely to happen.

with l,n on-ater s//t' yet less wcighi. » hii h is

Many tone arms are mounted on p.iano wire and
cheap plastic casings which \ ibiate. Instead, ours float

on pi\ at bearings which jre immune to i ibration.

Some turn tables are held
together b\ staples, which can

work themselves loose. Pioneer
uses aluminum screws to seal

che base to the baseplate.

A Io( of turntables ha\eskinn} plastic leg a that merely
support the weight ol the turntable. The feet ol the 

PL-518 die spring-mounted which helps reduce Acous 
tic feedback. So you can play your music loud enough to 

tattle (he walls without raiding the turntable. I
Some rely on

3 ball bearings
lot stability m
(he tone arm

shall.
but Pioneet 

uses 34. n
Some turntables get b] with a common plastic 01 

sheet metal base which is susceptible so i ibration 
ndean taiise acoustic feedback. Not the faj.se of the PI -5! 8. 
It's, made ol (wo solid blocks ol compressed wood, which 

when joined eliminate feedback.

What you see here will tell you 
a lot about Pioneer's PL-518.

It'll not only tell you what kind 
of care and engineering went into it, 
but also the kind of exceptional 
performance you can expect to get 
out of i[. Performance free of audible 
distortion, acoustic feedback and rumble?

Because at Pioneer, we believe that to get the most 
out of every piece of music, you've got to get the mosi 
out of every part of the turntable. ^ PIONEER We bri u backa | ive .

 K 1979 U S Pioneer tleclforacs. Hij>h hdelnv (.nnipi)tn.-nl^ O 
85 Oxlord Drive. Moonathie. N I 07074

*Manulac.!iirer's suggested reiail price
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At TDK we don't make a "second- 
best" tape. Each TDK cassette  
SA, AD or D is the best you can 
buy for its particular use. We 
make sure of that with a quality 
control philosophy that allows no 
room for compromise.

Each cassette that comes off 
our assembly lines has passed 
through thousands of check 
points at every stage of the man 
ufacturing process, from raw 
material to finished product. If a 
cassette doesn't measure up on 
every test, it doesn't leave 
the factory. Sometimes 
this means destroying tape 
that other manufacturers 
would be satisfied with. 
But we're never satisfied 
with anything less than 
our best.

This extreme dedication to 
quality allowed TDK to introduce 
hi fi's first full lifetime warranty* 
 more than a decade ago. And it 
is this dedication that assures 
you that whichever TDK cassette 
you choose, you're getting the 
best there is: TDK SA, the number 

one selling 
high bias 
cassette in 
America, 
for critical

cording; TDK AD, the normal 
bias cassette with the "hot high 
end," that's perfect for use in 
your car as well as at home; or 
TDK D, the modestly-priced gen 
eral purpose cassette that offers 
the best sound and the most reli 
able mechanism in its class.

Life is full of compromises. 
But it's nice to know that when it 
comes to your music, you don't 
have to settle for second-best. 
TDK Electronics Corp., Garden 
City, NY 11530.
'In the unlikely even! that any TDK cassette ever tails 
to perlorm due to a defeci in materials or workmanship. 
simply return I to your local dealer or lo TDK (or a free 
replacement © !979 TDK Electronics Corp

TDK
The machine for your machine.
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Details of a
Contest. Get

Free Gifts.
Receive Sizable
"Disc-counts."

Is thai "disc-count" supposed to be a pun or 
something? I may only be a typesetter, but I 
think stufl like that blows soap bubbles out its 
oil hole. YicJt.

O.K. Here's how to play. Look 
through the magazine. Make a list 
oi all the audio advertisers appear 
ing in this issue. Now put a hand 
over your right ear and read the rest 
of this ad out loud as ii you were an 
old-time DJ. (Keep your list in front oi 
you you have to read it at the end.)

"Hey, sfereo nuts and audiophiles. H
you buy audio equipment from a 
National Lampoon advertiser in this 
issue, now through September 1379 
at a participating retail outlet, you'll 
get a fabulous NatLampCo 'Disc- 
counf' value pack! [Howl like a dog 
ior emphasis.] That's right.' This 
pack contains a special limited 
pressing by MCA Records of the An 
imal House fheme, with fhe "Deita 
House" theme on the Hip side, both 
recorded by the Michael Simmons 
band! And that's not all! The Disc- 
count giveaway package cdso con 
tains coupons good ior substantial 
disc-counts on the two best-selling 
National Lampoon comedy albums. 
That's Not Funny, That's Sick and 
Greatest Hits of the National Lam 
poon. Remember, just buy a product 
from one oi these manufacturers 
[read your list now] at any partici 
pating retail outlet through Sep 
tember 1979, and receive the 
NatLampCo 'Disc-counf'paci ior 
ireei [Shout hey hey! For km.] "

Chimp-man Jim. formerly of WKRI Chicago, 
now head of Magazine Disc Jockeys School.
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Again we turn the world 
around.

The world's first pure power DC receivers, the 
Sansui G-line, redefined the limits of musical fidelity. 
Sansui's capacitor-free DC amplifier design (patent 
pending) with super-high slew rate, ultra-fast rise 
time, and full transient response, makes music sound 
much moretrue-fo-life.

Now Sansui does it again. With the new 
G-7500 and G-5500. Using the same exclusive DC 
circuitry all others are trying to imitate, these new 
models offer more watts per dollar than ever before.

The G-7500 delivers 90 watts per channel, 
min. RMS, both channels into 8 ohms from 20 to 
20,OOOHz with no more than 0.025% total harmonic 
distortion, at a suggested retail price of only $620.

The G-5500, at a suggested retail price of 
only $465, offers 60 watts per channel with no more 
than 0,03% THD under the same conditions.

From their macro-designed power supplies, 
for rich, full sound over the widest frequency range, 
to their micro-sensitive double speaker-protection 
circuitry, the G-7500 and G-5500 are unbeatable.

The FM sections further enhance Sansui's 
reputation for tuner excellence. Pinpoint selectivity 
and ultra-sensitivity to even the weakest signals 
guarantee pure and clean reception, always. And 
always with maximum stereo separation,

Let your franchised Sansui dealer demon 
strate the comprehensive, human engineered 
features and controls, There's nothing in the world 
with quite the same feel as the Sansui click-stop 
attenuator and ultra-smooth tuning knob.

Now look carefully at the graceful styling, 
with elegant rosewood veneer cabinet, It is setting 
the trend for all other receivers.

For the best receiver values, the world is now 
turning to the newest DC by Sansui, the G-7500 and 
G-5500. Shouldn't you turn to Sansui, too?

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORR
Lyndhursf, New Jersey 07071   Gardena Co, 90247 
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan 
SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A., Antwerp. Belgium 
In Canada: Electronic Distributors
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84 reasons to ge 
to a Pioneer dea

A lot of people pick out a 
car stereo with their eyes 
closed. Because, for them, 
what they hear is all that 
counts.

rest, we've gathered 83 more 
reasons (besides great sound) 
why you should be down at a 
Pioneer dealer now, instead 
of reading this ad.

FM MONO
TUN -3-- ETEHeo

AM

KE-5000. A digital electronic tuner/cassette deck.
Which is all right with us. 

Because when sound decides, 
Pioneer wins every time. 
Maybe that's why we're num 
ber one in car stereo.

A lot of other people, 
though, come into the market 
with both eyes open. Fine 
with us, too. Because what 
you see will win you over.

So in the interest of a 
totally unfair comparison be 
tween us ji^.and the

Reason #2. The KE-5000. 
Does everything but drive 
your car, A totally electronic 
AM/FM Supertuner® car 
stereo with cassette deck. 
Has a digital station display. 
Digital electronic tuning. It 
automatically seeks out and 
locks on to a station. Even 
has a digital clock. So you 
won't be late for work.

TS
surface mounted
2-way speaker.
TS-M2 tweeter.
TS-168 flush mounted 3-way speaker.

3 through 35. An ear- 
dazzling array of speakers.
Built with extraordinary 
attention to design and 
materials. 32 different 

deck-mounts, 
surface-mounts, 
door-mounts, 

dual-cones, two-ways,'

three-ways and tweeters.
36. Supertuner FM 

circuitry. The inspired bit 
of electronic engineering 
that makes our FM signals 
come in so crisp and clear.

37. Success with women. 
(Or men, as appro Jfe priate.)

Pioneer tank top. 
Shows what you got.

Scientific tests 
have proven the awe 

some amorous effects of a 
Pioneer Supersystem. Please

do not take un 
fair advantage 
of this feature.

Steve Tillack 
displays himself 

and his collected 
works.

tta-TiaphernattaTPioneer T-shirts and visors. Wear the colors.
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



l. your ears down
^^ 62. Dolbyfs Found in seve- 66 through 84. Pioneer

^^^ Vfl ral of our models, Dolby elimi- component car stereo. Build
  I I nates tape hiss. a car stereo that puts mosten

38 through 59. Integrated 
supersystems. We offer 21
different systems with built- 
in amplifiers. In-dash or under- 
dash. AM/FM & Cassette. 
AM/FM & 8-Track. AM/FM 
only. FM/Cassette combo. 
Or 8-Track or Cassette alone. 
Now that's freedom of choice.

60. Autosound fashions? 
Owning a Pioneer Car Stereo 
requires a suitable wardrobe. 
Check out our T-shirt and 
tank-top collection. Featuring 
Pioneer I.D. on the flip side, 
so people will know where 
your sound is coming from.

HAVEANEARGASM.

HONOR SUPER TUNER CAR STEREO.

Your walls can have ears. This poster 
now in fifth printing.

Get in touch with a whole other dimension 
in sound.

63. Bodysonic. Car stereo 
you can feel in your bones.
The first major breakthrough 
in autosound since stereo 
itself. Test feel it.

64. Audio decoif There's 
a whole collection of Pioneer- 
aphernalia. Including our 
much-beloved E arc] asm pos 
ter, a celebration of aural 
ecstasy.

65. Have a fit. With the 
world's broadest line of quality 
car stereo, Pioneer fits in 
perfectly whether 
you drive 
a Rolls 
oraVW.

66 through 84. Pioneer 
component car stereo. Build 
a car stereo that puts most 
home systems to shame. 18 
different separates tuners, 
cassette decks, and seven- 
band graphic equalizer. Plus 
amplifiers powerful enough to 
drive the hottest string of 
speakers.

GM-1
component
amplifier. 30 watts*
per channel. KPX-9000"
A component tuner/cassette\vith pre-amp.
CD-7 component 7-band graphic equalizer

O.K. We've been reasonable 
enough. Now you've got to hear 
Pioneer. Go to a Pioneer dealer. 
It'll be the most rational thing 

you ever did.

Bl.The highway library:'
There's an impressive 
body of literature to go 
with Pioneer Car Stereo.
Our renowned resident 
auto stereo authority, Steve 
Tillack, has authored four best 
sellers on the subject.

Find your nearest dealer, 
toll-free: (800) 447-4700. 

In Illinois: (800) 322-4400.

M PIONEER
The best sound going.

©1979 Pioneer Electronics of America, 1925 E. Dominguez St., Long Beach, CA 90810.
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C 1919" J REYNOLDS TOHUCCO CO

'Ididrft

sacrifice 
great flavor
**-F A Ato get 

low tar.*
"The first thing I expect from a cigarette is flavor. And 

satisfaction. Finding that in a low-tar smoke wasn't easy.
"But then I tried Vantage. Frankly, I didn't even know 

Vantage was low in tar. Not until I looked at the numbers. 
"That's because the taste was so remarkable it stood up

to anything I'd ever smoked. 
^..,«; "For me, switching to 

.•' .'•-/ • i ••' Vantage was an easy move to 
..- .'TXc^''" " make. I didn't have to sacrifice a thing'

Peter Accetta 
New York City, New York

L
VANTAGE

FILTER IQQ's: 10 mg. "tar", 0.8 mg. nicotine, FILTER, MENTHOL 
11 mg. "tar", 0.8 mg. nicotine, av. per cigarette, FTC Report MAY 78.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

^^^^m ^m^f "Hit

vantage
Regular, Menthol and Vantage 100 s.
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THE RULES 
OF THE GAME

I am becoming increasingly dis 
turbed by the fact that many 
people are playing the game with 

out any knowledge of the rules. Or, at 
best, they have a very superficial idea of 
what the mks are. As anyone with the 
slightest knowledge of the game 
knows, it's a much more interesting 
and exciting affair when it is played 
properly, using the original rules, 
which are still the best. Perhaps chc 
younger generation is not aware of the 
original rules. If so, permit me to de 
scribe them.
1. There are seven players on each 
team.
2. The field, which can be grass or arti 
ficial turf, measures 200 yards long and 
125 yards wide.
3. The game is played in five periods of 
nine minutes duration. There can be 
no ties. If the score is deadlocked at the 
end of the game, the team with the 
fewest bungos wins.
4. Players are allowed to cross into 
enemy territory provided they have 
klicked an opponent. An illegal klick 
is defined as any contact made above 
the waist.
5. When a player is in enemy territory, 
he can run in a straight line or laterally, 
but never backward. If he runs back 
ward, or is caught and holed, he must 
surrender his tarpin and stay out until

the period is over, or until a teammate 
holes a member of the opposite side. 
6. Two holed players may request a 
front-off, with the winner being imme 
diately released and returned to the 
game, while the loser must remain out 
of the game for another full period. 
7- Physical contact is permitted be 
tween the left and right strollers and 
the two men playing the pole posi 
tions. Contact can be made with the 
palms only. Palms may be slapped or 
cuffed, grasped firmly, and shook. No 
pinching or chopping is allowed.
8. If an opponent has been holed, the 
holeemust cry out: "I've been holed! 
I've been holed! I've been holed!" The 
holer is then allowed one free chum, 
whereby he can roll the ball as far as he 
can, and the yardage is added to his 
team's score. No one is allowed more 
than five churns per period, no matter 
how many players they've holed.
9. The middle man, or "head bofflc," 
calls the plays for his team. He has 
exactly thirty-five seconds to call his 
play. If he goes over the limit, his team 
must relinquish the ball, and ten points, 
are deducted from their total score.
10. The ball can only be put in the air 
by the head boffle, or a team member 
he designates. The ball can be thrown 
or kicked. Once it is in the air it is 
free, and can be recovered by either 
side. The side recovering the ball can 
then call its own play. The team that 
recovers the most balls and advances

them down the field to the pole posi 
tions will have the best chances for a 
shastock. A shastock counts for ten 
points.
11. No other part of the body but the 
hands is allowed in physical contact. 
Any illegal contact detected by the um 
pires will result in an automatic pen 
alty of minus eight points and a red 
mark on the cheek. Any player who ac 
cumulates six red marks is automati 
cally ejected from the game.

Some of the veterans think that the 
new, more "open" style of the game is 
more than simply a violation of the 
rules. They believe it is symptomatic of a 
deep sickness in our society. "Breaking 
or playing fast and loose with the rules is 
the new name of the game," one of them 
was quoted as saying. No one cares about 
proper form as long as he wins. What 
have these new players proved? Only that 
they can score a huge number of points 
and excite spectators who don't know any 
better and are hardly aware of the fine 
points of the game, I can only hope that 
this new game, with its quasi-dirty tricks 
and brutish styles, is a temporary lapse, a 
cycle that will wear itself out. Today's 
spectator must be reeducated to the 
game as it is truly played—first and fore 
most, according to the rules.

Gerald Sussman

Unabashed Plug
Buy a book called Live With Sryle, by 

Robert L. Green, published by Coward, 
McCann, and Geogbegan. It tells you 
everything you ever wanted to know 
about living the good life. If you like to 
entertain people, cook terrific food, wear 
nice clothes, make friends, give gifts, dec 
orate a house, and a thousand and two 
other social-type things, then why not 
do it right? Mr. Green tells you how. He 
knows more about true style than any 
one in the world.

Can I go home now, Bob? G.S.

PS. Thanks to Paragon Sporting Goods 
for the use of the football equipment 
on page 41 and to the Scandinavian Ski 
and Sports Shops for the use of the ski 
boots on page58.
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Summer. 
Seven Style

Summer's here and the mixing is easy Refresh yourself with a tall, cool glass 
of Seagrani's 7 with 7-Up, cola, ginger ale or your favorite mixer. 
Enjoy summer Seven style! And enjoy our quality in moderation.

$ea0r<mr$? Crown
Where qualify drinks begin.

SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO.. N.Y.C. AMERICAN WH1SHY-* BLEND. BO PKOOF.
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Aftatefor 
Athlete's Foot

is better
than

Desenex.
Really better.

If you've got athlete's foot and you're 
still using Desenex, you should know 
that Aftate is better.

In independent studies, the medica 
tion in Aftate has been proven to be 
more effective in kill ing athlete's foot 
fungusthanthemedication in Desenex.

In fact, doctors recommend the 
medication in Aftate 14 to 1 overthe 
medication in Desenex. 14 toJL

Aftate is better than Desenex. Really 
better. It's the killer.

Read and follow label directions.

© Plough, tnc 1979

NL-F

Aftate

Trial size offer.
Enclosed is 505 (tor materials, handling, postage) for 
one (1).09 oz. Aftate Gel for Athlete's Fool, Bins a coupon 
good for 25C otf on my next store purchase of reguiar 
size Aftate products. Send to:

ADDRESS-

_STATE_

TL mg^m AFWS^

Sirs:
1 love your "Sports" issue, hut there 

was one sport you left out, and I'm 
pretty disappointed because I'm grand 
national champion. The sport is target 
pissing. It's not recognized by any sport 
ing organizations yet, but it's very excit 
ing to try and break up a cigarette butt 
with a pee stream or poke a hole in a 
sheet of toilet paper. The most demand 
ing event, and my personal favorite, is 
trying to knock a stray spit wad off the 
seat without splashing your pants. 1 
don't think it'll made the Olympics for 
awhile, but it still deserves some atten 
tion. Thank you.

Len Dukus 
Motron Grove, III.

Sirs:
When arc you guys going to do an 

other "Teen" issue?
John Wayne Gacy 
Norwood Park, 111.

Sirs:
What can I do?-I'm sorry. I tried. I 

smacked her in the head, 1 took away her 
shoe allowance! Look, talk to her par 
ents, I can't take the blame for the whole 
thing. I just married her, fucked her half 
a dozen times, and whoops, her brains 
ran out of her ears. I'm sorry. Okay?

PierreTrudcau 
Ottawa, Canada

Sirs:
I'm trapped about seventy-five kilo 

meters north of Kampala with a few 
loyal troops, and frankly, not much 
hope. This is the first time I've had to 
think through the events of the past sev 
eral days, and, like most anyone who 
finds himself perilously close to the end 
of his life, I am compelled to examine 
the past and hopefully, offer a final, sum 
mary perspective of my true successes, 
failures, intentions, and sentiments for 
the history books and for my own peace 
of mind. Let me begin by saying I bear 
no grudges. My eight years as a sovereign 
head of state were the happiest and most 
enjoyable of my life, which nothing, not 
even death, can possible take away. I ex

perienced things few men ever have; 
cowing to no worldly convention, an 
swering to no other drum than my own. 
To borrow a phrase, "I did it my way'' 
and not many people can honestly say 
that. 1 wish to thank the people of 
Uganda, Africa, and all the world for 
every joy you have provided me, and be 
lieve me, there have been many. Good 
bye, and once again, thank you.

Idi
Somewhere Outside Kampala, 

Uganda

That's what 1 was trying to say at the 
Academy Awards.

Sir Laurence Olivier
Drivel-on-Kent,

England

Sirs:
We have just received a revised copy 

of the last will and testament of our cli 
ent Idi Amin Dada, wherein the follow 
ing conditional devise has been made to 
you and your staff. If you can get his ju 
nior wife a seat on the Securities and Ex 
change Commission, the British Isles are 
yours.

Demarec, Rocha, and Flynn
111 WMbotu Road

Kampala, Uganda

Sirs: '
There were thirty rapes in the New 

York subway system last month. But 
don't worry. It was all me.

Gloria Steinem
Ms. Magazine

Central Park Zoo

Sirs:
I'll tell you one thing. If that had been 

liohby Kennedy at Chappaquiddick, he 
would have called the cops and reported 
his car stolen!

Pierre Salinger 
Paris, 111.

Sirs:
So many men so beautiful,
And they all dead did lie.
Yet a tlwusand slimy things lived on,
And so did I.

Bobby Garwood 
Indianapolis, Ind.

Sirs:
Those people who took the 27,000- 

foot death-defying plunge in the TWA 
plane a while ago are really lucky to be 
alive. We did almost the same thing in a 
bus for only 400 feet, and we're all dead. 

A Whole Bunch of Mexicans 
Canyon of the Snakes, Mexico
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Sirs:
I am a M arine j^uy stationed here on 

Okinawa. The other day I decided to 
rake in this kind ot Japanese theater they 
Sot over here called a no-play. 1 asked 
this Jap guy about it, and he gave me ;i 
pretty fair rundown of what it meant 
and how I was supposed to act at the 
show and all. Except for crapping poli 
tely at the end. I can't figure a polite way 
rodo that.

RFC Sawyer 
348-9876 Okinawa

n|41l| C ."Ul! SLIKA .iSpOQ— JiUlljl .X1O JSllf

jnq 'ui:.\ .irSpOQ Aui Sip A||i;ru

Sirs:
One thins; about us American Indi 

ans— we sure make you white guys ap 
preciate your niters and spies.

Bi^Chiel'Six-Pack 
Gallup, M Mex.

birs:
Let me just set the record straight — 1 

won the mayoral election fair and 
square. I did not use my body or my sex 
to get votes. One look ;\t my picture in 
Time or .Varsiuvfc and you'll know I 
speak the truth.

Jane Byrne 
Chicago, 111.

Sirs:
I loved the article on "Action Golf" ! 

I've been doiny that lor years! By 
accident!

Gerald R. ford 
Palm Springs, Cal.

Sirs:
I read your "Communism" issue and 

boy, did it set me straight! If I'd known 
that things would turn out like they did, 
1 never would have fjiven Marx all those 
Irec lunches.

Freidnch Eni;els 
Socialist Workers Afterlife Collective

You really should have nuked us hack 
in '68 when you hail the chance. We're 
nothing but human ants and our lives 
don't mean anything, and there isn't a 
god anywhere that would have given 
two hoots if you I ried us. Why, hell's 
bells, Jack, we're not even good enough 
to be Chinese!

The Vietnamese 
Cambodia

Some of the humor in your magazine 
is righteous ;md 1 can dig it, hut other 
stuff is like, too out there, man, like, sick 
and weird, and other stuff just isn't 
funny. So print more of the quality that 
gives us the jollity. Like why Polish 
womens hates to breast feed their 
babies. 'Cause it hurts to boil the nip 
ples! What 1 said! Htihhahtthlui-hooo-ho. 
It hurts to hoil tkc nipples.' Di«.' Ytili-/U'v 
ha-iwo. They all he like that, O.K..' Later. 

Cleon Boots 
New York, MY.

Sirs:
Please be informed that as of August 

I, 1979, women will be required by fed 
eral law to make a full disclosure of their 
sexual pre fere nee sand the extent to 
which they are willing to engage in sex 
ual activity at the outset of any encoun 
ter with a male that could result in 
sexual relations. As nf that date, women 
who do not intend to perform sexual 
acts may not display themselves in a 
manner in which any implication of in 
terest in sexual activity could be per 
ceived by a male—i.e.. women may not 
"tease" males or use language or body 
movements or motions that could he 
construed as erotic. Women will also be 
forbidden to use the promise of sex in 
order to solicit visits to vestavivvints, 
nightclubs, or movie theaters. And once 
a sexual act has begun, it will have to be 
completed in the manner prescribed at 
the outset. Failure to comply with the 
R'deral Sexual Disclosure Act will result 
in line and/or imprisonment.

U.S. Department of Justice 
Wwhington, D.C.

Sirs:
We just thought you'd like to know 

thai we put taste into a 3- mg. cigarette. 
Our special double filter gives you easy 
draw hut never muffles the taste. We use 
imported tobaccos that pur so much fla 
vor up Iront that enough good taste 
comes through. It rook us twenty-five 
years to do it, but it's done. Just thought 
you and your readers would like to 
know.

Kent
Lorillard US.A. 
New York,\.Y.

Sirs:
There's this little Chinese market on 

the boardwalk in Venice Beach, Cali 
fornia. Meet me in front of it at 12:30, 
July 28, and I'll show you some of the 
filthiest, most pathetic human beings 
you've ever seen.

Vincent Price 
Hollywood, Cal.

Af fate for 
Jock Itch
is better 

than 
Cruex.

Re* better.
If you've got jock itch and you're still 
using Cruex. you should know that 
Aftate is better.

Aftate's medication has been tested 
and found to be more effective than 
the medication in Cruex for killing 
jock itch fungus.

Aftate's powerful medication not 
only kills all major types of jock itch 
fungus, but also helps prevent rein 
fection.

For the relief of painful itching and 
chafing of jock itch, get Aftate.

It's the killer.

Read and follow label directions.

Aftate'

a Plough, inc ir/9 
"I

Trial size offer.
Enclosed is SOC (lor male rials, handling, postage) lor 
one (1) 09 02 Aflale Gel lot ioch Itch, plus a coupon good 
IOF25C oflon my next store purchased regular size 
Altaic products Send to.

NAME__ 

ADDRESS-

CITY__

sietents add 20 sales tai Olfe.
<377 Depl MC. Memphis, TN 33151 Turin
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TIME

SMART

by John Hughes

Congratulations to all the winners of 
this year's Academy Awards! Once 
again, you fine men and women have 
proven that those who suck longest and 
hardest do come out on top!... It was a 
wonderful night in Hollywood. The

Oscar ceremonies went offwithout a 
hitch, except for WARREN BEATTY 
calling JON VO1GHT a "winky-dink- 
brained back end of a Porsche 928" after 
Jon snatched the Best Actor in a 
Wheelchair award... JANE FONDA 
brought tears to the eyes of millions of 
men when sine used deaf language to 
thank the Academy for her Best Actress 
award and proved that yes (gosh darn 
it!), that m;irvclous piece of ass is still a 
fuzzbrain. What a waste!.. .ROBERT 
DE N1RO being passed over for his role 
in The Deer Hunter was called the great 
est injustice since the Academy snubbed 
DON KNOTTS for his performance in 
The Ghost and Mr. Chicken.... I would 
personally like to thank the little putz 
who wrote the Best Song winner, "Last 
Dancej' for his acceptance speech. It gave 
me an opportunity to shower, shave, and 
catch up on the new Pentfiou.sc letters.... 
JOHNNY CARSON did a swell job of 
hosting the four-hour gala, except I 
missed ED and DOC and TOMMY, 
and I kept wondering when John was 
going to go up into the audience to play 
"Stump the Band."...SIR LAURENCE 
OLIVIER blessed the evening with his 
charm, insight, and eloquence as he de 
livered a stirring speech following the ac-

RECEIVERS*
SPEAKEBS

TDKEBS

AMPLIFIERS

TAPE DECKS
DISCOUNT 

AUDIO
1150 N. Powis Road, West Chicago, IL 60185

CARTRIDGES

CHAMBERS«
AUTOMOTIVE

COMPACTS

HEflDPHOMES

YOUR NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR 
NAME BRAND ELECTRONICS BY MAIL

Full Manufacturer Guarantee Applies to All Sales! 
Orders Shipped in Factory-Sealed Cartons Most 
Within 24 Hours

TOP DISCOUNT AUDIO
1150 N. Powis Rd., West Chicago, IL 60185

(312)293-1825
MasterCharge and VISA Welcome 

Call or Write for the LOWEST PRICES Around!
MR. 
MS..

(Firsl) (Lasi)

(Number and Street)

(Cily) (Slate) (Zip Code)
Phone Order Hours: M-W-F 8AM-4:30PM,
T-Th SAM-8PM, Sat. 9AM-Noon
WE CARRY THE TECHNICS PRO SERIES—Call lor Quotes!

B-I-C 981 TURNTABLE... 
Multiple-ploy model with 
single-ploy specs!!

H04 mcl. base, dust cover, 
UPS shpg. and insurance 
anywhere in Cont. U S.

Shuts V15 Type III Cartridge installed in 
B-I-C981 for only $50 Additional!

Send Cashier's Check or M.O. lor 
Immediate Shipment

ccptancc of a special Oscar honoring half 
a century of outstanding achievement. 
Sir Laurence proved himself a giant in a 
world of dwarfs. It was a touching and 
inspirational moment. It's just a damn 
shame that no one had the courage to 
tell him that his barn door was open... - 
Elsewhere, a plate of chicken gizzards 
and a sodden cigar butt tied for first 
place in a TALI A SHIRE look-alike 
contest held in N.Y.C. Talia's new film, 
Old Boyfriends, is the first major motion 
picture ever to be based on the bowel 
movements of a horse. ...A Canadian 
magazine is saying that former First 
Canuckette MARGARET 
TRUDEAU had a "romantic liaison" 
with SENATOR EDWARD M. 
KENNEDY'S fox terrier BRUNO. The 
copyrighted story adds that PRIME 
MINISTER TRUDEAU was 
"extremely annoyed" when he learned 
the news and ordered Maggie, as the 
Montreal dock workers call Mrs. 
Trudeau, "dc wormed and sprayed for 
fleas and ticks."...That Polish ham, 
POPE JOHN PAUL, has had the 
famed Shroud of Turin made into a two- 
button sports coat, which he plans to 
wear when he goes "shopping."... 
ORSON WELLES recently sold the re 
mains of his relatives to get money to 
buy food. "I needed a little spare cash to 
tide me over until my cookie commer- ' 
cial residuals come in," the old tub 
said.... I must applaud JUDY 
COLLINS, who at the age of thirty- 
nine is still trying to figure out how 
much music people can listen to without 
getting a headache, for having the balls 
to put her naked butt on the sleeve of 
her latest record. I could puke but won't 
out of respect for Judy.... "What I know 
about life and people you could fit in the 
reservoir tip of a size three condom," 
mealymouthed author GORE VIDAL 
told a group of writers gathered in a 
posh New York rest room to honor 
Gore for having gone through nearly a 
whole life without having to act like a 
man. "As long as 1 have full use of my 
rear end," Mr. Vidal added, "1 will fight 
for the rights of homosexuals to spout 
off about things they don't know"... 
VANESSA REDGRAVE is in a snit over 
publication of personal information in a 
London gossip rag, including a state 
ment by her brother that she is not cir 
cumcised. ... My sympathy goes out to 
the family of television's CAPTAIN 
VIDEO, who died recently in his hotel 
room of V-ray wounds inflicted by 
Xerontite soldiers.... Also on the slab re 
cently was IDA R ROLE, who, besides 
developing the famous deep-massage 
technique that earned her fame and for- 
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1979 R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

FILTER'CIGARETTES

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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Now you're ready for JVC
Face it. Your old compact stereo 

has had it.
It piayed you some of the best music 

ever put on records, but now your ears 
and your bank account are ready for 
something better.

Not just shinier and louder, though. 
You want a stereo that gives you 
more sound quality. Not just more 
complication.

Now you're ready for JVC.
Because while our competitors were 

concerned with outdoing each other, 
we've been concerned with giving you 
features you could use, performance 
you could afford, and durability that's 
legendary in the hi-fi world.

Since we invented Quartz-Lock (the 
most accurate turntable drive system 
in the world), we can offer you one of 
the lowest price Quartz turntables on 
the market. We knew you weren't a 
recording engineer so we developed a 
Multi-Peak L.E.D. metering system 
that lets anyone
make perfect cassette it 
recordings. And we 
packed our equipment

with sensible safeguards like a Triple 
Power Protection circuit that keeps 
your speakers and amplifier from 
getting zapped. As well as circuitry 
that pulls in FM better than you've 
ever heard it on your compact.

So before you descend into the 
maelstrom of hype, hearsay and techno- 
jargon. call 800-2217502 (in NY State 
call 212-476-8300) and discover your 
nearest JVC dealer. Or write to US JVC 
Corp., 58-75 Queens Midtown Express 
way, Maspeth, NY 11378.

He'll open up a world of sound so 
wide you may foresake TV and reading 
for the joy of discovering new sounds 
on your old records, and amazing 
sounds on new records.

When you're ready for a world of 
music that real, you're ready for JVC.
Shown: A separates system with the A-S7 integrated amplifier (50w/cli 
20-20kHz.8-ohrn. .05%THD). T-V5 AM/FM tuner. QL-A2 Quartz-locked turn 

table. KD-A3 Metal-compatible cassette 
deck. SK-700MK I! 3-way speakers in 
an LK-C342 roll-around racK with smoked 
glass floor. A receiver system with the 
R-S5 receiver (25w/ch. 20-ZOKHz. 
8-ohms, .05%THD) L-A11 beltdrive auto 
matic turntable. KD-10 Dolby®* cassette 

deck. SK-500MKII 2-way speakers in an 
LK-G142 rack. "Dolby jsa trademark of 
Dolby Laboratories.

JVC
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NO RUM REFLECTS 
PUERTO RICO 
LIKERONRICO.

From Puerto Rico, the Rum Island, comes Ronrico, the Puerto Rican rum. Smooth, light tasting Ronrico 
has been the pride of six generations of Puerto Rican rum masters (since 1860). One sip and you'll agree.,.

RONRICO: AUTHENTIC RUM OF PUERTO RICO.
General Wine & Spirits Co.. N.Y.C. 80 proof
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Jfteu Can't Uck'Em."

CARTER
SEEKS U.S.

MEMBERSHIP
IN OPEC

President Carter has instituted a bold 
new domestic oil program that he hopes 
will qualify the U.S. for membership in 
the Organization of Petroleum Export 
ing Countries.

"Boy, were we a bunch of dumb bun 
nies," remarked Secretary of Energy 
James Schlesinger. "It took us all this

time to get it -namely, that the U.S. 
produces oil, right? And we can jack 
the price up just like they can. So that's 
what Jimmy s doing: deregulating oil 
prices here at home and letting them go 
sky-high. Then we join OPEC, screw 
ihe Israelis and the Japs, and every 
thing's O.K."

THE ^TA»S THAT 4HINE ABOVE
LK5KT OUIZ WN TO UO/E-. 

YOUtL ffULE TH^ LAMP WTTH

Core Cooling,
But Controversy Still Hot

FUROR OVER
THREE MILE

NUKE MISHAP
LET ME

VOU THAT THERE (4 
ABSOLUTELY NO CANGEL 

OF CONTAMINATION. I 
HAVE BEEN IN4IPE 
THE FOWF.RT PLANT, 

AN(7 eVE
PINE.

The recent incident at the Three Mile 
island nuclear power plant near Harris- 
burg, Pa., has had far-ranging repercus 
sions. Officials, however, are firm in 
their insistence that "nothing bad hap 
pened, and nothing bad will ever hap 
pen anywhere ever."

In one development, antinuclear pro 
testers calling themselves the "Shrimp, 
Mussels, Oyster, Scungilli, and Cala- 
mari Alliance" remain at. the reactor 
site, chained to a safety fence. They are 
adamant in their refusal to leave until 
"all excess radiation is gone." Scientists 
estimate that it will be a matter of wait 
ing until "November, or thereabouts" 
until the protesters have absorbed all 
tiie radiation.

Nearby, in Hershey, Pa., the threat of a 
"complete and catastrophic" chocolate 
meltdown continued. One official com 
mented ."We've got a minimum of eight 
hundred thousand kisses on line here at 
any given time-not to mention the 
thousands of Crackles, Mr. Goodbars, 
and the world-famous Hershey bars 
themselves. If all that melted, it would 
certainly create a stupendous mess, but 
it would probably be a lot of fun to clean 
it up."
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(ADVERTISEMENT)

THEMR.BILLT-SHIRTS
They're here, complete with Mr. Bill. ..as seen 
on Saturday night. Get them now! 100 % quality 
T-shirts in either Navy. Beifie or White. Or ..

GIVE YOUR BEST ENEMY A MR. 
SLUGGO WALKS MR. SPOT T-SHIRT.

HOO!
HOOOO!

KIDDIES!
One coupon for a friend/enemy. 

1 MR. BILL

" . suieu woo N

Printed in Black on a Beige T-shirt.

MR. BILL

BLUE

BEIGE

WHITE

S M L XL TOT M
1 1 BLUE

| BEIGE

WHITE

S M L XL TOT

i

MR. SLUGGO MR. SLUGGO

BEIGE 1 1 BEIGE 

II
One T-shirt For £5.95 plus 5St P & H each.
Two ForSl2.00 Postpaid.
Three For J 18.00-We Pay postaee.
Special Fan Club Rate-twelve For $60.00- We Pay post.
Wholesale Inquiries invited.

Mr.BIII.DePI.NLf
168 East 66 Street. N.Y. N.V. 1 002 1

N.V. residents add appropriate tax.

Enclosed is S.. .U.S. Funds only. II

One T-shirt For $5.95 plus 55< P & H each.
Two For$I2.00 Postpaid.
Three For S18.00-We pay PoslaEe.
Special Fan Club Rate-twelue For $60.00- We pay post.
Wholesale inquiries invited.

Mr. Bill. OePt.NLf
168 East 66 Street. N.Y. N.V. 10021

N.Y. residentsadd appropriate tax. 

Enclosed Is $.___ U.S. Funds only.

Print 
Name.

Address.

City__
II

Print 
Name.

State

Address. 

Citv

State.
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You Can Keep a Good Man 
Down

Larry Flynt Found 
Guilty in Obscenity 
IMal

I PIPN'T HAVE A 
UBGTO-STANPON. 

WBLL, r/A NOT 
TO TAKE TH14 FITTING. [TOWN

GIVE ME THE 
CHAIR, BUT I'M NOT 

RUNNtNe 
FROM THl-S.-

Garwood: "Sony /'m Late"
Longtime Viet POW 
Home at Last

America's last remaining POW Ma 
rine Private Bobby Garwood, has been 
returned to U.S. soil after fourteen 
years of alleged "elective residence" in 
North Vietnam.

Faced with charges that he willfully 
and volitionally "cooperated with the 
enemy" during that time, Garwood re 
torted, "Look, I was seventeen years 
old, and hell, I couldn't tell a tent from a 
tit, much less the difference between a 
North and a South gook. It was noisy, 
people were running like crazy all over 
the place, and I got confused. I went 
with the wrong guys, it's as simple as 
that."

Garwood went on to say he did not re 
alize he was in North Vietnam until late 
last year, when he overheard someone 
mention it in a local department store. 
"Of course, the minute 1 found out, 1 
went straight to Hanoi and demanded a 
ticket home."

The beleaguered private claims he 
gave up substantial equity in his house, 
a good job, friends, and "al! the other in 
tangibles a man builds up after living in 
a community for a long period of time" 
just to get back to his native country. 
"And they still want to punish me. What 
Kind of sense does that make?"

I'M
THEV

ALf- LOOKEP ALIKE  
THAT WO1JLP BE. RACCST. 

BUT, WELL,
CHR14.T.
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Windfall Profit Tax on Oil 
Proposed

ON Lobby Canvases 
the Congress

j -see
INT. IT<4

, UN3U4T TAX 
ANC? I IWTENP TO VOTE 

AGAIW4T IT.

"A Harrowing Ordeal"

Patty Hearst 
Renounces Marriage

r;.ANI7 THEN HE 
FOPCEPMETO 

HIM BACOMe6<3-<s> EVEKV
ITWA4

Newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst 
has renounced her recent marriage to 
her former bodyguard, Robert Shaw, 
claiming that she had been 
"brainwashed."

Ms. Hearst claimed she was "psycho 
logically coerced" into accompanying 
Shaw to a "church," where she was 
forced to wear bizarre white garments 
and participate in a strange cult ritual, 
after which Shaw repeatedly had sex 
with her and forced her to change her 
name. She said that for a while she co 
operated with her "husband" by waging 
campaigns directed against "roaches, 
dirty dishes, dull, dingy laundry, and 
other enemies of household tidiness," 
but that now she had "come to her 
senses" and wished to be free.

Family spokespersons say that at 
torney E Lee Bailey has been retained 
to defend the overprivileged vacuum- 
brained heiress.

Lord of Hosts Displeased
God Blamed for 
Disasters

A spate of natural disasters, some in 
volving the deaths of hundreds, has 
been blamed on the First Cause, Prime 
Mover, and Creator of the Universe, 
God.

During a two-week period marking 
the celebration of the Jewish festival of 
Passover and the Christian holiday of 
Easter, a series of catastrophes includ 
ing tornadoes in Texas, severe flooding 
in Jackson, Mississippi, an earthquake 
in Yugoslavia, and a reawakening vol 
cano on the Caribbean island of St. An 
drew has brought pain and suffering 
and even death to hundreds, while leav 
ing behind destruction of property esti 
mated in the millions.

"A number of things have recently 
displeased the Lord," explained one 
spokesperson for God. "For one thing, 
Geraldine Page did not win Best Actress 
at the Oscars. Plus, of course, the Nets 
blew the play-offs, gas has reached a 
dollar a gallon, and Superman, which 
the Lord saw last week, was a great 
disappointment."

God Himself was not available for 
comment.

Cultural Exchange Proceeding Well
BSO Boffo in Peking

WILL -SOMEONE 
HANt? 

ME THE

The ongoing cultural exchange be 
tween the U.S. and China attained a 
milestone of sorts recently when the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra played a 
series of concerts in ft king.

Highlighting the tour was the perfor 
mance of Mozart's Violin Concerto in D 
minor (K. 312) featuring, as guest 
soloist, the First Violinist Collective of 
the Chinese People's Classica Music Or 
chestra and Drill Press Competition 
Tesun.

"We tried to explain to them that a 
soloist was one person," shrugged BSO 
conductor Seiji Ozawa. "But they said 
one person would be elitist. What the 
heck."

Pakistan/ PM. Bhutto Hanged
World Leaders Outraged

HfrWG

KIPICULOU4/ THAT 
WOULC? KILL

WHO WOULC? GIVE

RUN 
THE COUMTRVT

WHO
WOUU? MISMANAGE 

eCONOVW?
OH, PLEA4E, ALLAH/ 

LET THEM
BUT ME
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These People Don't
Subscribe to 

National Lampoon
...MOT 

TO ALLOW
LIMA

INTO MV 
PANTHEON

pue TO THE
UNACCEPTABLE

MORAL
AMSIVALENCE 

OF

Female Movie Critics Television Commentators Serious InteUectuals

Big Fat Guys Who Know
Every Episode of Saturday

Might Live" by Heart

MAYBE YOU SHOULD
I would like to subscribe to the national Lampoon.

The saving over the newsstand price is not the main reason I choose to do so, yet! am pleased that 
you offer me the opportunity to practice this small enconomy. Please find enclosed my check or money order made payable to

National Lampoon,
Dept. 479. 635 Madison Avenue.

Mew York, N.Y. 10022

D One-year subscription; S8.95 (a saving of $9.05 over single copy purchase price and a dollar less than the basic subscription price 1.
D Two-year subscription: 51 1.00 (a saving of 525.00 over single copy purchase price and three dollars less than the basic subscription price).

C Three-year subscription: s 16.00 (a saving of 538.00 over single copy purchase price and 54,00 less than the basic subscription price),
For each year add 52.50 for Canada, Mexico, and other foreign countries. All checks must be payable within continental G.S. or Canada,

Name. .Address.

City. State

II you do not wish to cul the coupon in this ad. but do wish lo order, ptease print or type all the necessary information and enclose it with a check or money order.
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Egypt-Israeli Treaty Brings Reprisals

Egypt Reeling Under Boycott Impact
The trade boycott directed against 

Egypt by several Arab nations in retali 
ation for Egypt's signing of a peace 
treaty with Israel is having a "notice 
able" effect on the Egyptian economy. 
To deal with the problem, Egyptian 
President Sadat is seeking help from 
President Carter.

The boycott has resulted in "severe" 
shortages in Egypt of "dirty head 
towels, silly robes, unkempt beards, 
camel stink, and blood-crazed terrorists 
killing children in schools."

President Sadat has made several 
visits in person to Washington to seek 
assistance in dealing with the problem.

NO.NO- 
THAT

HUNt7KEC? THOU4ANE? HEAC? 
TOWEL4 AMP F/Ve MUNI7KEP 

THQU-SANt? PAlf?£ OF UGLY -2UN-
OPT I'LL -5TART 

LOGINS WAe-S TO THE 
AGAIN.

Maggie T; "I'm Passion's Stave"

Further Revelations 
from Canada's Top 
Slut

Former Canadian First Lady Marga 
ret Trudeau. author of the forthcoming 
memoir Beyond Reason, has revealed an 
ever-increasing number of amorous ad 
ventures, involving, among others, Sen 
ator Edward Kennedy, Jordan's King 
Hussein, and Fidel Castro.

In addition, Mrs. Trudeau has num 
bered among her hedmates, back seat- 
mates, and phone booth-mates the in 
field of a Cincinnati Reds farm team, 
the woodwind section of the Baltimore 
Symphony Orchestra, the entire cast 
and crew of Hurricane, transsexual 
"singer" Barry Manilow, and a Mrs. 
Smith's frozen pumpkin pie.

"And that ain't the half of it," re 
marked her literary agent. "Wait till 
next year, when we come out with Be 
yond Reason H"

CARAMBA, CHIQUITA
HOW you u«e t

Painful Evacuation Considered

President's Piles May 
Go Critical ...OOH, AH 

HEY, POC, 
WITH THOSE NUPER-

Presidential press aides and a team of 
the nation's top proclologists have of 
fered confusing and often contradictory 
accounts of a mysterious accident that 
recently took place involving President 
Carter's hemorrhoids.

The crack proctologists differ on the 
seriousness of the mishap, but all agree 
that the president's piles could "go criti 
cal," and many would not rule out the 
possibility of a meltdown.

According to Dr. James Fenlon, chief 
rectologist at the Mayo Clinic, attempts 
to cool the blazing piles have been ham 
pered by the presence of a large, poten 
tially explosive gas bubble within the 
rectum. Several gas leaks have oc 
curred already, though in Dr. Fentoris 
words, "Exposure to the contaminated 
gas is no more dangerous than standing 
behind a fully-loaded garbage truck.

"The president's brother Billy has 
complained of similar problems with his 
asshole," continued Dr. Fenton, "and 
we're looking into il"

(ADVERTISEMENT)

SPECIAL 
TEST MARKET 
MAIL ORDER OFFER

TH[ ONE AND ONLY NITROUS OXIDE UHflllRMED PIPE THAT 
LETS YOU MIX COOL NITROUS WITH WARM SMOKE FOR THE 
MOST DEVASTATING RUSH IMAGINABLE.

rOTALLY ADJUSTABLE CONTROl VALVE CAN BE SHUT OFF AT 
WILL AND REGULATED FOR FAST Off SLOW OUTPUT. 

CAN ALSO GE USED SEPARATELY AS EITHER A POCKET SIZE 
NITROUS TANK OR A SUCK SMOKING PIPE. ALSO INCLUDES 
10 SAFE PURE NITROUS OXIDE CHARGERS.

BUZZ BOMB WILL SOON BE AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH 
RETAILERS AT A MUCH HIGHER PRICE. SO SEND FOR THIS 
SPECIJH MML OHMH OFFER NOW AND SAW

_ !!OH(fluooi1H«y Degl 67. IM toiler. C* WHt '9'8 L _

Ord*r Toll Fr«*l
Except NX Alas, Hawaii

800-221-0974

FOR ORDERS ONLY!
Mon&Thurs9AM-/PM lues. Wed, Fri,Sat 9AM 5PM EST.

STEREO

HOT-LINE
AKAI Technics

CHECK US OUT!
/ Our prices are the lowest.
V Discotijnls on aver 60 major brands.
V Reliability: one ol the oldest audio 

mail-order houses in Ihe U.S.A.
V Rated #1: by a leading trade publication.
</ Large inventory: we buy in volume 

getting Ihe best deals from the manufac 
tures you get the best deal from us. 

GIVE US THE OPPORTUNITY TO BEAT THE 
BEST DEAL YOU'VE BEEN ABLE TO FIND.

  QUOTES AND INFORMATION 
212(253-8886. 9AM-5PM.MON.-SAT..N.Y.TIME'

Write or Call ui new lor fee iowait,

STEREO CORPORATION 
OF AMERICA

__ NL-1629f=latbush Ave. mm 
B Brooklyn, New York 11210 liii
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Alive with pleasure!

Newport

MENTHOL KINGS

18 mg. "tar", 1,3 mg. nicotine ov. 
per cigarene, FTC Report May19J8,

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

GET THIS 
NEWPORT VISOR
for only $2.00 and 2 end flaps
from any Newport cigarette pack.
It's tough durable plastic and one size fits ail

Mail to: Newport Visor
P.O. Box 2602, Hillside, N.J. 07205

Address. 

Cily__ -Zip.

Oiler available to persons over 21 years of age. Good in U.S.A. only,
except where prohibited, licensed or taxed. Offer good until 

MafCh 31.1980 or while supply lasts. Please allow 4-6 weeks lor shipping
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Magic
That's the Jensen Triaxiaf

Car Stereo Speaker. 
That's the thrill of being there,

Astonishing, the way these 3-way 
speakers bring the concert inside your 
car.

Or perhaps it's just the illusion of a 
live performance, brought to you by the 
speaker that others are still trying to 
duplicate. The Jensen Triaxial 3-way.

The Triax's re 6" x 9" woofer is 
suspended by a rim of densified, closed- 
cell foam for cleaner, smoother response. 
The midrange unit is specially designed 
to reproduce the subtle, yet all-important 
middle tones. And the special piezo 
electric tweeter accurately reproduces 
crisp high frequencies well beyond 
the range of human hearing.

Each and every Jensen Triaxial is 
individually tested to verify its remark 
able ability to re-create your music. So 
that you can experience the thrill of 
being there. With the Jensen Triaxiai.

JENSEN
The thrill of being there.

For more information, wriie Jensen Sou nil Laboratories, 
4136 N. United Parkway, Schiller Park, Illinois 60176.

® "Triaxial" and "Triax"are registered trademarks identifying 
the patented 3-way speaker systems of Jeiisen Sound 
Laboratories. (U.S. patent #4,122,315).
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Kenwood has consistently made the
significant technical advancements that 
make a difference you can hear. Like 
the first introduction of DC into inte 
grated amplifiers.

And now, Kenwood does it again. 
Our exclusive Hi-Speed amplifier has 
actually changed the standards by 
which high fidelity is measured. It re 
acts much faster to changes in the 
music, particularly in the mid to upper 
frequencies. So all the subtleties of the 
music come through   even an indi 
vidual singer in a backup vocal group.

In our tuners, we've developed Pulse- 
Count Detector circuitry to digitally re 
duce FM distortion by half while signifi 
cantly reducing background noise. You'll 
hear the difference in your FM reception 
as a more distinct, clearer sound. And 
only Kenwood has it.

In fact, every Kenwood component has 
exclusive features that improve sound 
quality. Like turntables with resin-concrete 
bases that virtually eliminate unwanted vi 
brations, and an extra-heavy, high inertia 
platter that keeps the record speed con 
stant. And our dual-belt cassette decks that 
use a unique, extra-heavy flywheel for con 
stant tape speed and better reliability.

Your Kenwood dealer can demonstrate 
how these features actually improve the 
tonal quality of your music.

And that's what great performance is 
all about.

KENWOOD
For the Kenwood dealer nearest you, see your Yeilow Pages, 
or write Kenwood, RO. Box 6213. Carson, CA 90749. 
In Canada: Magnasonic Canada. Ltd.
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Boulder Dam, Jxine 28, 1979: The intrepid Wayne McLoughlin commences his attempt /or the skateboard land speed record 
set by John "Safeway" Rath in 1972. McLoughJin would have been thirty-one this month.
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The National Lampoon Encyc
Edited by P.J. O'Rourke

with entries by Tod Carroll,
John Hughes, Ted Mann,

P.J. O'R., Gerald Sussman,
and John Weidman

ARCHERY. Archery has all the appeal 
of shooting a pointy stick at a big circle 
made out of hay, which is exactly what it 
is. Even the Indians gave up archery once 
they got a hold of rifles. (You never 
hear of white men raiding Indian 
camps trying to get bows and arrows.) 
The how and arrow is nothing but a 
feeble attempt by Stone Age people to 
make a gun. The only group that recog 
nizes archery is the Bow and Arrow 
Manufacturers Association. Hunting 
with a how and arrow is simply walking 
around the woods looking for your stray 
arrows and dodging the flying lead of 
rifle hunters, against whom you have no 
protection. The only places you will find 
serious archery enthusiasts are girls' 
schools or in high school gym classes. 
The physical benefits of archery include 
the development of one muscular arm, 
two crooked fingers, and squint tines 
around one eye.

BADMINTON. Badminton is so silly 
it's hardly worth discussing, but here's an 
interesting variation called armchair 
shuttlecocks: two comfortable armchairs 
are placed in the middle of each side of a 
regulation badminton court. Two metal 
garbage cans are placed close to each 
chair, the first can containing two cases 
of beer on ice, and the second can filled 
to the brim with badminton birdies. The 
players can make any shots they wish, 
but they cannot rise from their arm 
chairs for any reason. The first player 
who has to go to the bathroom loses.

BASEBALL. The summer game. The 
national pastime. Is there any sport 
more quintessentially American? Is 
there any sport more deadly dull? I 
doubt it. See, what happens in a baseball 
game is one man, called the pitcher, 
throws a small white ball in the direction 
of another man, called the catcher. In be 
tween them stands a third man, called 
the batter, who attempts to strike the 
ball with a long stick of wood. Not bad 
so far. Eacb man has a job to do, and 
each must keep his mind on what he's 
doing. Indeed, if baseball were a three- 
man sport it might pass muster. Just. But 
baseball's not a thrce-rnan sport. While

our trio entertains itself as I've de 
scribed, as many as two dozen other 
"players" are required to stand around 
and watch them on the off chance they'll 
be drawn into the action. Needless to 
say, this happens just about as frequently 
as the return of Halley's Comet. Don't 
believe me? Think I'm exaggerating? 
Ask any kid who's ever been assigned to 
play right field.

BASKETBALL. Basketball was in 
vented in 1878 by Thomas Basketball 
and was originally played with croquet 
mallets and a three-pound Indian club. 
Later, the rules were formally codified, 
and the sport was used to promote inte 
gration in white suburban high schools 
with too few tall Negroes. Today, the pri 
mary purpose of varsity basketball is to 
humiliate short Jewish guys who think 
they're good at sports and maybe won't 
go to med school after all, and to in 
troduce the public to tiny colleges in 
Pennsylvania and Ohio. Professional 
basketball provides a means of honest 
employment to persons who would oth 
erwise have to make their living as circus 
freaks. The game is played on a tele 
vision in front of small groups of drunk 
adult males. They keep score with loud 
cries of "Did you see that!?" or "Jesus 
Christ.1 " The game may also be played by 
depraved-look ing urban adolescents, in 
which case the rules are modified to in 
clude empty shirts tucked inside the 
waistband of blue jeans, and cans of malt 
liquor in small paper bags. Basketball 
was made an Olympic sport in 1958, 
when the first six-foot Czechoslovakian 
was discovered locked in his parents' 
fruit cellar.

BILLIARDS AND POOL. Pool is to 
sports as sitting in a chair twiddling your 
wang is to sex. The object of the game is 
merely to hit balls into holes in a table, 
using a long stick, blue chalk, and talcum 
powder. It is renowned for having the 
worst physical specimens of any sport 
save senior division fat girl wrestling. 
Often called Itcdian hockey, pool and its 
bastard brother, billiards, is a refuge for 
fat card sharks looking for more exercise 
than they get from shuffling cards and 
raising whiskey bottles to their lips, guys 
who are too dumb to box, and little, tiny 
Negroes who can't play basketball. Pool 
is scheduled to become an Olympic 
event right after the committee agrees to 
include farting in the bathtub.

BOBSLEDDING. If you happen to 
own a bobsled, you are probably the sec 
ond or third best bobsledder in the 
whole world, if not the very best. In 
much the same way, if you own a roller 
coaster and are careful not to let anyone 
else use it, you are the very best roller 
coaster nicer in the world. If you own a 
bobsled,you are the captain.The people 
who sit behind you are your team. You 
steer. They do nothing. But at least you 
have a team and you are the captain of it.

PLATE I Sports Equipment

I. Ski lift

This is a very good sport for people who 
want to be the captain of a winning 
team.

BOWLING. French President Charles 
de Gaulle's 1969 All-West title competi 
tion with Dean Acheson, prince of the 
American diplomatic corps, has been de 
scribed as one of the great match-ups in 
bowling history. De Gaulle had been 
playing with a duChamps "288" sixteen- 
pounder, known on the European cir-
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opedia of Participatory Sports
cuir simply as the "bruiser." His hook 
was working to perfection. He had com 
pletely overcome a finger-lift problem 
that hampered him throughout the big 
tournaments at Montmartre and Ron- 
quet. Acheson, on the other hand, was 
essentially untested, yet his polished, 
consistent form distinguished him as a 
considerable opponent. De Gaulle led 
off with a turkey, followed by a 3-10 baby 
split. "Uh-oh, Chuck's using his water 
ball tonight. Any body get wet back

2. Fencing foil

4. Basketball

6. Hand (handball)

here?" Acheson quipped. "What's 
the matter, Chuck, collar too tight? 
Don't choke on me, pal." De Gaulle 
claimed he was distracted by some 
one in the next lane. "Looks to me like 
you just forgot to take your ball out 
of the bag," Acheson razzed. De Gaulle 
was rattled. He staggered through a 4-7- 
6- 10 double, as Acheson was playing 
pinball machines between frames and 
setting up de Gaulle's pins in the gutters. 
The general was thoroughly crushed.

BOXING. The only true sport, as it is a 
contest between man and man as op 
posed to man and bicycle, shuttlecock, 
or electronic TV game. Unfortunately, 
many contests have become rather 
dull, as managers try to roll up a string of 
victories for their fighters by matching 
them against opponents who look like 
bags of leather stuffed with horse hair. 
Only the absence of the Everlast logo 
from the center of these men's backs dis- 
tinguishes them from the heavy bags 
used for training in the gym. Boxing re 
mains one of the most exciting sports for 
the audience. So passionate do the sup 
porters of some Hispanic flyweights be 
come that it is only the fact that the beet- 
cups are made of paper that prevents 
crazed men from breaking off the tops 
on the backs of chairs and jamming the 
jagged shards into each other's throats.

CYCLING. One of the first sixties-in 
duced health manias to make it big in 
this country, cycling had previously been 
restricted to gecky Europeans who rode 
around on holidays in teensy little shorts 
and carried tiuy, tiny, little paper sack 
lunches for outdoor fun. Besides, they 
had no other means of transportation. 
Then everybody in America bought ten- 
speeds, all of them were stolen, and now 
the only cycle people left are the fanatics 
whose desperate desire to be part of 
something has caused them to purchase 
silly hemispheric helmets and actually 
use hand signals.

DARTS. Now here's a game. Darts is 
unquestionably the most appealing, 
stimulating, satisfying sport that one can 
play in cither Europe or America today. 
Why? Because you play it in a bar, that's 
why. Because you play it with a Bud in 
one hand and a lit Camel in your phiz. 
You say you'd rather jog? You say you'd 
rather ski? Go to it, asshole. More beer 
for the rest of us.

DIVING. Remember when you were 
just a kid and the high board didn't look 
so high from down around the pool, and 
so when Larry dared you to go up there 
it didn't seem like such a big deal? So 
you went up, and when you got there it 
was like they'd shot you to the moon 
and you were looking back at earth with 
all the teeny, tiny people and the birds 
and clouds and way, way down there 
what you guessed was water? Do you? 
Sure you do, 'cause that's the day they

had to go call the cops to come and bring 
you down. O.K. Now, as a child you 
knew that diving off that high board was 
for lunatics, and let me tell you, kiddo, 
you were right. If 1 had fifteen cents for 
every guy who broke his elbows when 
he hit the water sideways, or his molars 
when his face glanced off the diving 
board, I'd be as rich as The China Syn 
drome is going to make Michael Douglas 
now that Harrisburg has glowing leu 
kemia juice rolling through its storm 
sewers. Believe me, there is only one 
sport crazier than diving-sky diving (c.f. 
same).

FOOTBALL. Football is considered 
the most elaborate cover-up for orga 
nized homosexuality ever devised in the 
name of a sport.

The names given to the positions, for 
instance, are not even disguised. There is 
the tight end, the split end, the wide re 
ceiver, and the tailback, all names that 
play up the prominence of the buttocks 
and the rectum.

The buttocks are prominent in every 
football play, starting with the opening 
gambit, in which the quarterback places 
his hands directly under the out 
stretched rear end of the center. This is 
not merely symbolic; it is part of a bi 
zarre ritual in which the quarterback, or 
"Queen Bee," dictates which members of 
the team will sleep with each other that 
night. This is done by shouting an elabo 
rate set of signals to the players. The 
quarterback is almost always fickle, and 
changes his "signals" on virtually every 
play.

The players, all hardcore homosex 
uals, revel in the body contact of the 
game, which includes lots of blocking 
and tackling, holding and clipping. Many 
players have lovers on opposing teams, 
and we often sec them teasing each 
Other, running away from outstretched 
arms, eluding arid escaping tackles, 
wrapping their arms around their 
boyfriends and rolling them to the turf. 
After the game there is usually an orgy in 
the shower, and lots of soap is dropped.

The coaches participate in this elabo 
rate charade by acting as den fathers. 
They are the older, more pathetic homo 
sexuals who are not as trim and good- 
looking as the players. It is their lot to 
simply hang around the team and hope 
for an occasional sexual favor from the 
young Apollos. Actually, their main 
duties are custodial—taking care of the

continued
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players' apartments, running errands, 
showing game Alms during the week, 
and trying to maintain "discipline" in 
their rough-and-ready crew.

FRISBEE. The repeated exchange of a 
plastic disc by chemically-damaged park 
and beach trash who, through some 
lame dnd pitiable thought process, have 
determined that Frisbce-throwing con 
stitutes a sufficiently healthy counter 
balance to a lifetime of intense drug 
abuse; sleeping until four in the after 
noon in frowsy, black rooms with tinfoil 
taped over the windows and rotting fruit 
crushed into stolen carpet remnants 
matted with Irish Setter hair and saliva- 
congealed hooka water; eating several 
hundred Chuckles and sixtcen-ounce 
Cokes for breakfast; and never having 
enough public assistance money to pay 
for their gamma globulin shots. Thou 
sands of these broken-down vegetables 
apologize to their corroded mucous 
membranes and flash-fried central ner 
vous systems every weekend by wheel 
ing and bounding through the ozone, 
the dogs, and any collection of persons 
willing to look at them. Frisbee is never 
played without an audience, except by a 
certain especially pathetic few who re 
gard it as so critical to their life-style that 
they insist on tossing Frisbees in places 
like the Galapagos Islands for the sheer 
existential accomplishment of "being 
themselves" among the monitor lizards 
and strange rocks. Attempts haw been 
made to aggrandize the Frisbec by manu 
facturing "professional" and "autograph" 
models; however, Frisbees will always be 
the same "Pluto Flatters" they were in 
the fifties when the Wham mo Corpo 
ration marketed them to succeed their 
earlier triumph, the Hula-Hoop. And 
the leather-visored dog-people who still 
derive satisfaction from sailing Frisbees 
between their legs into your ice chest 
will continue to look for the same neb 
ulous reinforcement they didn't get in 
the sixties and won't ever get until they 
drop dead penniless and unnoticed and 
are Anally out of everybody's way.

R If you want to take long walks, 
take long walks. If you want to hit things 
with a stick, hit things with a stick. But 
there's no excuse for combining the two 
and putting the results on TV Golf is 
not so much a sport as an insult to 
lawns. And as for the sartorial display 
unfolded by golfmg's participants, it is as 
though some barbarian race were mock 
ing us with a clumsy burlesque of our 
habitual attire—their costumes correct in

general design but wildly exaggerated, 
with rude colors and absurd tailorings. 
No decent person would make such a 
spectacle of himself, and so far, no de< 
cent person has. It's instructive to recall 
that golf is thought to have been in 
vented by the Scots, a people completely 
without shame as to how foolish they 
look, sound, or behave. Though perhaps 
that is too hard on these freedom-loving 
Celts, for other authorities claim that 
golf was invented by the English, who 
forced the Scots to play as punishment 
for their rebellious ways, tf this is so, a 
stronger argument for devolution could 
not be put forward.

GYMNASTICS. A loose assortment of
circus acrobatics, feats of strength, and 
pigeon ballet designed for little Japs, 
little Communists, and little American 
girls so bored in the summer that they 
sink to joining city recreation programs. 
The rules and distinctions of the various 
events are largely determined from week 
to week by Cathy Rigby, who, having 
parlayed an enduring relationship be 
tween mind and pigtail into a network 
color job, blathers off imperious screeds 
of phony gymnastics lingo as if every 
thing down to glandular secretions on 
the performer's upper lip had a technical 
name and a standard of perfection. 
Gymnastics is without question the least 
cost-effective activity in the world: gym 
nasts rarely earn a dime; no one goes to 
see the events (except in Oriental and 
Soviet bloc countries, where there is 
nothing for two billion farmers to do 
but pack into public halls the size of Por 
tugal and wait for movement); and it 
takes roughly 40,000 man-hours to get 
one three-second move down. Madia's 
"Saucy Romanian Tyke on a Pony" 
tumbling finish took thirty-eight 
months of practice. Gymnastics has 
proven to be very popular among 
crippled high school kids, who can score 
points for the handicapped community 
by binding their legs together and flying 
around on the rings. Upper bodies built 
up by years of walking on crutches make 
them ideally suited to the sport; how 
ever, almost any gymnastics coach would 
prefer to work with a conscientious Fili- 
pino. (Sa? related ardcig!:: "Nelson, Rick 
and Dave"; " Smothers, Tom and Dick— 
Former Gymnasts, and Where Are They 
Now?"; "Musical Tumbling Accom 
paniment—Milestones in the Live Am 
plification of Really Awful Music.")

HANDBALL, A primitive court game 
played by high school coaches and other 
low income, socially stunted individuals 
whose dim mentality excludes them

from tennis and squash. The object of 
the game is to slap a small, pressurized 
ball against walls until the grinding tor- 
por of a dead-end vocation and life is re 
duced by lack of oxygen. It is no surprise 
that many American felom are encour 
aged to play handball, especially in the 
federal prison system, where adminiS' 
trators have bigger budgets and can 
build nicer courts. There arc local, state, 
and even national handball champions, 
but no one has ever heard ot them. This 
is because most people do not care what 
forty-five-year-old coaches and con 
victed killers do with their spare time so 
long as it is not spent dismantling large 
numbers of old cars on their front lawns 
or burying mutilated paper boys under 
the porch. Handball is also popular in 
some quarters among the more privi 
leged classes, most notably at Eton, 
where caulk-faced English schoolboys 
like the sport because it can be played in* 
doors, where they are protected from 
high concentrations of Vitamin D. (See 
re&xted arn'cie:; "LSD—Games Never 
Played Under the Influence of"; "Hand 
ball-Hooks—Prosthet'ics Never Used 
During the Play of.")

HOCKEY A sport that can be played 
by most Canadians, hockey reaches its 
highest form when played by the French 
type of Canadian. Because the French- 
Canadian has no teeth, due perhaps to 
his diet (almost exclusively Pepsi and a 
sweet cake known as the Mae West), he 
plays all-out during his three or four sea 
sons of minor league apprenticeship, un 
troubled by the fear of losing teeth, a 
possibility that hampers his English-Ca 
nadian compatriots.

Hockey games are often interrupted, 
much to the detriment of this great 
sport, by the chatter of sports an 
nouncers who feel compelled to debate 
at great length the "violence" that is 
spotting the enjoyment of the contest for 
the two North American hockey fans 
who have weak stomachs.

Hockey in America is played on a 
nine-by-fourteen-inch Japanese color 
TV set by two teams of six men between 
one and two inches high. Peter Puck ex 
plains the rules.

ICE SKATING. Ice skating fnlls into 
two categories: speed skating and figure 
skating. Speed skating is skating real fast 
in a circle trying to catch East Germans. 
Figure skating is basically bad ballet per 
formed at moderately high speeds. Fig 
ure skaters can aspire to achieve 
professional recognition and success 
with touring shows in which they ice- 
dance with giant figures of Fred Flint-
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stone and Snoopy. There is no profes 
sional speed skating, just as there is no 
professional running around the block.

LACROSSE. This isn't a sport; it's a city 
in Wisconsin situated on the Mississippi 
River, 105 miles northwest of Madison. 
Air-conditioning and heating equip 
ment, trucks, sheet metal, and farm ma 
chinery make up the bulk of the 
economy. LaCrosse is the home of Vi- 
terbo College, and a soil experiment sta 
tion is located there. The 51,153 
residents ol LaCrosse are governed by a 
mayor and a city council.

PING-PONG, Ping-Pong is a game that 
was designed for teen-agers, so they 
could channel their frustrations and 
boredom on rainy days. The object of 
the game is for the female player to wear 
a low-cut top or tight T-shirt with no 
bra, and preferably short shorts. She is 
supposed to leap about and bounce 
around as much as possible. The malt- 
player helps along in this maneuver by 
placing his shots in the corners of the 
table and trying to "drop shots," forcing 
the female to lean forward a lot to reveal 
her bouncing, heaving breasts.

The game continues until the female 
produces a very slight film of per 
spiration on her face and just the hint of 
moons under her arms. The male will 
have a slightly glassy look in his eyes and 
A dull ache in the area of his crotch.

In the next part of the game, after 
twenty-one points have been played, the 
two partners sit down on the battered 
old sofa in the basement of the "rec 
room," where the game usually takes 
place. At this point, the racquet and the 
bill are dispensed with and the two play 
ers begin to touch each other. There are 
many variations of the touching part, 
but most often they involve "petting," 
the fondling and squeezing of various 
parts of the female partner's body.

If the partners hear a sudden, un 
wanted noise, the sound of a visitor, say 
a parent or a sibling, they quickly pick up 
their racquets and ball and resume the 
first phase of the game. Ping-Pong, the 
name of the game, comes from the "ping 
and pong" of raindrops on basement 
windows during those aforementioned 
rainy days.

PISTOL SHOOTING. Since the pri 
mary use of the pistol is against another 
human being, practice almost always 
takes the form of target shooting. On 
any given day, hundreds of men can be 
found in soundproofed subterranean

ranges blasting bolt-sized BBs through 
the paper brains of silhouette man-tar 
gets. Generally, the smaller the man the 
larger the gun he chooses to practice 
with. Tiny men prefer the .44 magnum, 
which has a muzzle flash like a Cessna 
hitting a high-tension line, a report like a 
beaver's tail would make if beavers 
weighed ten tons and had tails the size of 
basketball courts with which they wal 
loped the water when afraid, and, natu 
rally, enough recoil to spin the shooter 
like a pinwhecl if his sleeves weren't 
nailed to the armrest. Larger men shoot 
.45s, -38s and even -32s, although a man 
would have to be very big indeed to 
practice with a mere .22. Surprisingly, 
policemen seem to be less interested in 
pistol shooting than civilians, which ex 
plains the number of broken windows, 
busted streetlights, and dented stop 
signs that occur when a cop is forced to 
draw his weapon while on duty. Pistol 
shooting is occasionally practiced on gar 
bage dump rats, Heineken bottles, and 
egg-sucking dogs.

POLO. A form of mounted croquet, 
polo is played by a single horseman on a 
well-groomed greensward with a woman 
and a convertible in the background. 
Matches are staged every fall wherever 
expensive outerwear is sold. The sport 
originated in ancient India, where it was 
practiced in order to convince young 
children to wear silly-looking long- 
sleeved T-shirts with horizontal stripes 
on them. A modified version, popular in 
California, is played with second-rate ac 
tresses in the bar of the Beverly Hills 
Hotel. Polo ponies may be no more than 
14.2 hands high, except on a Ralph Lau- 
vcn necktie. They are kept in strings arid 
tied to wealthy bachelors in the 1930s. 
Polio, a similar game, is played with 
horses that are crippled.

ROWING. How this became a sport at 
all is a mystery. It was originally practiced 
by poor slaves chained to the benches of 
Phoenician galleys with their butts full 
of slivers, lest their intense hatred for the 
activity prompt them to throw them 
selves overboard and drown in prefer 
ence to engaging in competition.

Now, every year, thousands of British 
dolts congregate at Henley wearing 
loony straw hats and pockets stuffed 
with cucumber sandwiches with the 
crusts cut off to watch Oxford and Cam 
bridge Universities race unseaworthy 
craft manned by muscle-bound nincom 
poops who are so stupid they need a 
coxswain to tell them when to stroke: 
this they style a regatta.

It is no small wonder to anyone who

has seen this contest that the British can 
keep a straight face and sing "Rule Brit 
annia." The only sensible thing for a 
spectator at a rowing race to do is to root 
for a collision that will put a rapid end to 
the ridiculous proceedings so that every 
one can adjourn to the bar, which they 
never should have left in the first place.

SAILING. Proper sailing can only be 
done in craft longer than thirty-five feet. 
Smaller craft are inevitably piloted by fat 
bald men wearing headgear that looks 
like a cross between the caps of Rurita- 
nian hotel doormen and seventeenth 
century Turkish admirals, fheiv crews 
are either composed of crying children or 
drunken friends impressed into service. 
They often run upside-down spinnakers 
up the mainmast, or hoist a pair of their 
own balloonlike yellow bathing trunks 
in place of the jib. It is not uncommon to 
see them flying a scarlet fever pennant 
and crashing into other people's boats at 
any popular coastal anchorage. Boats 
over thirty-five feet are generally owned 
by people who know how to sail. These 
folk have made enormous amounts of 
money very early in life and spend their 
permanent vacations cruising around in 
search of secluded harbors. Since many 
of these wealthy folk made their money 
smuggling dope or playing rock and roll, 
they hate to find an idyllic location 
spoiled by a bunch of dope smokers on a 
charter boat playing loud rock and roll, 
particularly their own.

SKATEBOARDING. Originally called 
surfskating and sidewalk surfing by Jan 
and Dean until Jan ran his car and his 
head into a truck, the sport passed as a 
stupid substitute for surfing. California 
kids who were too small or phlegmatic 
to get to the beach, and Arizona kids 
who wished they had a beach to get to, 
nailed metal-wheeled roller skates to 
plywood and coasted down steep neigh 
borhood streets until they fell off and 
grated their faces down to the cartilage, 
just like Jan. The idea caught on nation 
ally, died soon after, and was revived a 
few years ago by vacuous California sub- 
teens searching for a way of killing time 
and themselves alternative to the meth 
ods embraced by the wave of dope- and 
truth-seeking sun trash that preceded 
them. The introduction of sophisticated 
suspension systems, exotic wheel com 
positions, and a number of other tech 
nological improvements attracted great 
segments of the population, including 
Negroes,who found flamboyantly-styled 
new models amenable to their fifty- 
knob/fifty-light/fifty-cent design sensi 
bilities, while providing the first wheeledCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



WEEKEND
ATHLETES IN

CENTRAL PARK
The New York Jocks

by Rick Meyerowitz and Gerry Sussman

^VT--, c-
*+-'
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'#21 is*'ri w
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jiows itis real name or where he cornes from 
He's called tfie Ancient Marathoner because he qe\ 

stopsTiilining. Sympathetic onlookers give him-fruit juic 
and liquid protein." The iron king was a gift from a jogger: 
club. Some say he's a writer who's been punished by a pul 
felier for not handing in his manuscript on time. 
Ar twenty-six-, he is already a living legend.
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T hey shoot horses, don't they? Yes. At least a dozen 
mounts a day fail to clear one of the many gigantic pot 

holes on the bridle paths. "New York has no money left for 
bridle path maintenance!' said Mayor Koch. "We have to fix 
the potholes on the streets first. What's more important, a car 
orahoW?"

T he Coco Caribe Lounge softball team pucker their lips in 
approval as the Feminist Jogger approaches. The classic 

confrontation of Latino Macho vs. Super liberated Liberal: 
"Hey, muchacha, wanna few beers and some chicken? We 
wanna fuck you." "If you touch me.I'll cut your penis off with 
my switchblade knife!"
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I ilton Plotnick, Sran Spielstonc, Stu Weissbird, Norm 
Zonder, Al Hcsch, and Gene Kablonka, all forty-eight 

years old, will all die of heart attacks while playing touch foot 
ball. "Inside every chubby Jew is an O.J. Simpson trying to do 
the 40 in 4.4. Their hearts can't take that kind of strain',' said 
Dr. Morris Sperlbaum of Mount Sinai Hospital.

J ay Krinklostcin and Judye BIcumc met two years ago on 
the lawn in front of the public tennis courts, the city's big 

gest outdoor singles party. Jay straightened out her serve, got 
her to groove her backhand properly, and boosted her con 
fidence at the net. To repay him for this invaluable coaching, 
Judye talked him into marriage.

"T >
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These whiteys never go home. They have no dates anyway. 
If they had dates, they would have to take showers and 

find clean clothes to wear. They've been waiting since early 
afternoon for their "next"' for the privilege of playing against 
"Lucas SkydunkerJ' "Dave the Swayve" and Lonnie Tabasco, 
known as thejamaican Jumping Bean.

Only the lonely figure of the Ancient Marathoner remains 
as the muggers prepare for their night's work. If they're 

desperate,they'11 go for his lung, or maybe for his shoes (not his 
shirt or shorts). But a fence won't give them much for an iron 
lung, so they'll end up playing with it, spray-painting it, and 
when they get bored, they'll push it off a roof and kill someone,
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SPECIALIZED 
SPORTS MAGAZINES

Four Netf Entries 
to Satisfy the Insatiable 
Appetites of Sports Fans

by Gerald Sussman

THE JEWISH AMERICAN

ATHLETE
July 1979 $1.75

"The Babe V, ____________

Isaac Goldberg: A Jewish Middle Linebacker at a Black College
Are Jewish Team Doctors Superior to Gentiles?
The Maccabee Sports Stud Farm: Raising Bionic Jews
"Nice Jewish Girls Finish Last!": A Critique of Female Jewish Athletes

The Jewish American Athlete is the brainchild of Craig.Rothbard, a real 
estate attorney and investor who is a self-confessed "intellectual sports freak." In 
1977, Rothbard bought out Jcwsport and Jewk, two gossip and picture maga 
zines. He fired the staffs, brought in a team of young rabbinical students, and 
decided to make it a "controversial thinking man's magazine, a magazine that 
woidd do for Jews in sports what Commentary does for Jews in world affairs."
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Mastering

Wimps! 
sy.lt'sFffh

Rind Arenas and
I How You Caii 
Vandalize

Sal Digliemburti: 
GrandstaadSBruisel 
of the Month

, this (5 a magazine u'hose time has come. At mo.st sporting events there's usually a better show 
going on in the stands than on the field. Grandstand Bruiser is dedicated to the aficionados of sports u'hose 
bassions and loyalties evoke the spirit of a simpler, happier time.
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July 1979 The Magazine of Sports Gear

Chess Shoes:
Three New Models for
All-Night Games
New Pong Warm-up Suits 
Stress Ease of Movement, 
Washability 1
The Truth Behind 
Odor-Controlled Socks
New Short That Can

X .X

New Way to Break Records
Disposabje Paper , / 
Ski Parkas: }" 
The Future of Snow Ge

7187996 430

For millions of athletes, the out/it is much more important than the game itself. No matter how simple or 
obscure your sport, there is a huge sports equipment conglomerate making the perfect outfit for you. It's light 
in weight, easy to clean, and gives you that extra edge of looking good, no matter how bad your game is.
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THE MAGAZINE OF SPORT

"I Was Slam-Dunked by 
Doctor F 4 True Story

A Hot Groupie Says: 
"Jockeys Can Be Fun!"

Getting Pucked:
A Hockey Groupie's j
Dream Comes True /' 
Exclusive! Hidden
Camera Goes Insid 
the Locker Room 
of the Pittsburgh 
Steelers

Who's Bigger- 
Football or 
Basketball 
Players?

Win a Date with 
Pete Rose!

(See details inside.)

Chickic comes from the burgeoning empire of Neil Shapiro, the nineteen-year-old hoy genius who has 
developed such magazines as Pocket Pool, Barn Bunnies, and Truck Stop Woman. Chickic is his first 
entry into a class market, complete u-ith quality high-gloss paper and four-color photographs.
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ACnONGOLF
Nine Holes of Hoopla With John Hughes, 

Briarbulb Country Club

HOLE No. 1
It's a beautiful, balmy summer Sunday morning. The birds are singing, the fairway grass is 
wet with dew, and my snowmobile is howling like a panther passing a kidney stone. Down

into a sand trap! Up over a bunker! Ziiiip! It's rime to putt!

I'LL HAVE 
YOU!? SEASON 

STARTING TIME

Y'ALL 
A LAWYER ABOUT 
150 VARPS TO X 

RIGHT. USE VC 
NUMBER 3 BR/CK
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HOLE No. 2
According to the official 
rules of Action Golf, it is

permissible to drive into a foursome provided that no one 
person in that group can kick the stuffing out of you. 1 
select a club (a thirty-eight-ounce Hillerich and Bradsby 
Willie Stargell Autograph), toss aTitleist into the air, and 
SOL/CO! Why the major leagues don't use golf balls is beyond 
me. If Greg Luzinski smacked a golf ball like he smacks a 
baseball, you'd need the Glomar Challenger to find the 
son of a bitch.

HOLE No. 3
In order to pick up a few 
strokes, I elect to pass on the 

third hole. Instead, I perform a "Thirty Seconds Over the 
Cup" putt. 1 hold the ball at chest height directly over the 
cup and drop it, shouting, "Bombs away!" It's harder than 
it sounds because a perfect, dead-center strike often 
bounces out. You have to hit the lip and let the ball fall in. 
If you miss, you have to hole out with your dick, and if you 
can't get hard like I couldn't get hard, it's like trying to 
hit a Goose Gossage slider with a French bread,

HOLE No. 4
The fourth hole has sand traps and bunkers like a Dago has colored underpanrs, so I elect 
to tee-off with my favorite club—a $39.99 Montgomery Ward single-barrel, twelve-gauge

shotgun (catalog sales only) with a custom-flared muzzle that accommodates a golf ball perfectly. I aim a cunt hair below 
the pin and squeeze the thunder button. Blaml I'm on the green in one. 1 dig out my shot and power putt for an eagle, two.

G

IT.

ti£

Of ,
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LIFTING 
YOUtf H6AD,ANP

ELBOW ISN'T 
STRAIGHT.'

HOLE No. 5
You'd never peg a 
Mexican as someone 

who gives a shit about anything but Jesus Christ, 
disco shirts, and da-glo Ford Rancheros, but wait 
until one catches you doing major surgery on a 
green or fairway that he's watered every night for 
ten years! The fifth hole runs right past the 
grcenskeeper's bungalow, so we all decide to take 
it easy, and instead of regular play, we lay every 
thing on a Piss W Putt contest. 1 mark off three 
club lengths, unzip, and aim for the hole. The 
number of seconds I hit the cup and stay in it 
count as strokes off my score. A crosswind and a 
foursome of cute girls on the next tee hold me to 
a paltry three seconds. By the way, when you Piss 
'n' Putt, be a class guy and pull the pin for the 
benefit of the players behind you.

HOLE No. 6
By the sixth hole 
it's pretty apparent 

who's been doing push-ups at night and who 
hasn't. I'm shooting 11,168. Another guy is at 
2,990, another has a 503, and the whiz has a 77. 
We're in need of some handicapping. The guy 
with the four-digit score gets four chugs, the guy 
with three takes three chugs, and the whiz gets 
two pops. It's only fair. Then, since I have five fig 
ures 1 get five gulps plus a high score bonus, 
which allows me to take a sip for the Pope and 
one lor the girl who sings with Blondie, and since 
1 also bottom-out the bottle, 1 get to lick the cap. 
To see how handicapped we are, we try our hand 
at knocking oft shoppers in the parking lot adja 
cent to the country club. We wisely use thirty-six 
Christmas balls bearing the name of Dr. Richarr1 
Whitehead, a locally renowned pediatrician.

SESM TO 
HAVE SMOOTHED 
OUT THAT JOG (N 

YOUR VV/NPUP'

AUL THOSE NISHTS 
AT THE PRIVJN<3 RANGE 

ARE BEGINNING TO 
PAy OFF/

HOLENo.7
Any duffer can put

____________ a ball in the hole 
in five strokes, but only a handful of golfers can 
put a club in the hole in five strokes. I'm one. I 
can throw a sand wedge like nobody's business. 
I've dented more club caps, bent more flag sticks, 
killed more birds, crippled more bunny rabbits, 
beaned more caddies, shorted-out more electrical 
wires and golf carts, put out more windows, and 
scared more ladies back onto the tennis courts 
than anybody in the history of my country club. 
I'd have my own line of clothes at Sears if the 
PGA would outlaw golf balls.
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HOLE No.8
One of the 
strong points of 

my game is tree surgery. I'm in the rough, but 
with my Eager Beaver chain saw I clear a per 
fect approach to the eighth green. That week I 
spent up in northern Michigan last summer 
knocked Haifa dozen strokes off my game,

ft
'O' O

HOLE No. 9
The ninth hole is a ballbuster now that Marie is gone. She was the Italian barmaid who had 
more kids than 6ngcrs, and she was a cinch to one-putt. But this new gal, Cindi, she's a 

doll and only twenty, but even with a clear, dry bar you can hardly ace her.. But that's Action Golf. The rules change, the 
game changes. The winners are the ones who can adapt. It looks like I know my adapting pretty well because I've over' 
come an 11,000-stroke deficit to win the match. If Hubert Green can do that, I'll give him my day's winnings. Just as 
soon as the guys I beat determine how old their daughters will have to be before I can collect, that is. D

o
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REACH HUDSON RocK 
SUNSET.---

REALLY ,' "

FUl HERE.
... NO RUBBISH... v .., 

NO AIR POILOIION... NO NO\SE 
POLLUTION... NO ^OLIO WASTE 

DISPOSAL PROBLEM....

TMis \srriE PERFECT
FOR. A

ONLY 
THE NINTH OR TENTH

TO E.VETR 
STAND oN THIS

I COUi-DM'T
VJE CAMP

HERE _
V TONIGHT?
^=~,-_

MOT IF VOE 
WftMT TO 
MAKE 

SEVEN-THIRTY 
TENNIS
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I KNOVJ.
gut ITS 
TO

SUDDEN 
&LIZZARP,ITS JUST A

L SNOWLIGHT 1 -SATIN SACKFACK
G00DTHIN& I Bf?OU6HTTHIS

VJEUL BUILD 
fa^> SNOW CAVE.

HERE'S MY ICE. KNIFE... 
START CUTTJN6 CUBES.

THERMAL T-SHIRT...
WARM

EVEM WHEN 
WET.

DAY THREE...
f P1O YOU NOTICE THE ] 

INTRICATE STlTCrtlNfi 1 
ON) THESE /fc&SV-

V GVARD BOOTIES?

I DIDN'T BRIN& AMY/ "THIS
CKPA^K IS

_^
LOOK AT THAT

WE'D 
PICK BERRIES ANP

MUSHROOMS 
A.NP HORSE WORT

AMD EAT
YOUR

TRAIL MlX, 
PETER,

YA "SUST CAMT 
^D//.^r/4 
QUALITY/ NATURAL

STUFF

THIS SLEEPING 
IS

THAT WSTBlTE ON 
CHECKS GIVES THEM

(3ETTINJ6 
PER 100.
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f HOPe THEY POM'T SEND 1 
SNOWMOBILES AFTER US. ) 
-., ufiH... THE NOISE...
' THE SMELL... \ 

THIWK OF THE IMPACT OtO
THE ENVIRON KENT- / 

NOUJ... SAINT BERNARDS... 
HAPPENED

VJE'RE O^NMA DIE. I KNOW IT
1 DREAMED 
I WAS ON A

BEflCH IWTHE 
BAHAMAS... 

NAKEP
UNDER A

&ONNAi30 TO SLEEP f 
*THAT "THE AIR 

CONDITIONER 
WAS TURNED ON

ANP 
LYING? 

NAKEP UNDER 
A PILE" Of 

I C£ CUBES.

NEVER WAKE UP.

OTHER'S
BEBEftUTlFUL

THEY FIND US.

AT LEAST; IF we FREEZE TO 
UP HERE, OUR BODIES 

WON'T BLOAT AND PUTREFY 
AND ROT AND

AHOTVRM 6-LA^K AND BE 
COVERED WITH
CRAWLIN6

OUR ORIRCES.

DAY TWELVE...
DEAR 60P...

DONT LET ME 
WET MY PANTS OF<

EMBARRASS/^

IF WE MOVE CLOSER TZ) THE 
MAIN TRAIL IW THISBLIZ2/1RP,

WE'LL DIE BEFORE WE HAVE 
-TIME TO BUILP ANOTHER \GlOQ,

THOU6HT
WE'RE PRETTY FAR Fi?OM 
THE BEATEN PATH....

1 POMT WANT
BODIES TO LIE

ALL YEAR-

^REEN HORNS.
COUPLE

EATEN BY 
CHIPMUNKS

AFTER Tri£- 
SPRlNfoTHAW,

AS CLOSE TO THE TRAIL A5 ?OSS\&£
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TAKE THIS R-A6 AND LIE
INJTUE SNOW WITH 

YOOI? ARM R)INTlM& TOWARD 
ME HERE IN THIS CAVE,

ON...
\ IfU BE

5u>Wi.y
STARVATION HERE

-IP
YOUR SCENT 

WILL ATTRACT THE

is -THERE 
CAN vo TO
i-lNDA PEAR?

SURE. 
ADDRESSLinda and Peter kept their spirits 

up through mutual support and prayer.

Knowing that their limited supplies 

of food and warm clothing wouldn't be 

enough to see them both to safety, 

Peter bravely stayed behind and froze 

to death, while Linda trudged the many 

arduous miles to a «;hi lodge,

Although Lir.da \ost her left Eoot 

and her nose to frostbite,she feels 

her life is now a tribute to Peter's 

sacrifice anu insistence on never 

giving up hope in the face of 

impossible odds.
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Gerry, John, and Tod's

PHYSICAL FITNESS
Sect/on

Fifteenth Century 
Spain: The Cradle of 
Physical Fitness

Physical fitness training and body 
building as organized pursuits were first 
developed by the Spanish in the early fif 
teenth century. For many years the 
wealthy padronncs of Castille and Se 
ville had enjoyed an informal exercise 
regimen called ch«!w/)a,s, which consis 
ted of running in place, deep knee bends, 
and an abbreviated form of proto-fla- 
menco dancing called chimichangas.

Practiced first thing in the morning 
and immediately before meals, chalttpas 
was considered not so much a body 
build hi}; program as it was an appetite 
stimulant and laxative. Indeed, it was 
not until 1441 that the overall healthful 
properties of chalupas were first recog 
nized. In that year, Jose dcla Lannc, pro 
vincial governor of the Balearic Islands, 
formalized the program, dropping the 
flamenco dancing and replacing it with 
an exercise of his own invention called 
the five-count squat thrust. Two years 
later, de la Lannc published a pioneering 
folio describing his regimen entitled The 
Grandees Book of Grooming, Good 
Health, and the "New" Ckalupas.

Soon "new" chalupas groups- 
founded by followers of de la Lanne 
called de la Lanniacs—were being formed 
from one end of the Iberian peninsula to 
the other, and by mid-century formal 
exercise had become a part of every 
Spaniard's regular routine. In several of 
Spain's larger cities " new" chalupas 
groups began to meet in primitive gym 
nasia called jlautus, which in turn gave 
rise to the first formal health and exer 
cise emporia, called suiys. Most famous 
of these were Tbmas de Torquemada's 
Suizadromes and Spa Chambers.

A self-confessed physical fitness inn.';, 
or "nut" Tough Tomas, as his patrons 
called him, is generally credited with rev 
olutionizing Spanish body building. Dis 
satisfied with mere calisthenics, he 
developed specialized machines, each 
one designed to exercise one specific 
muscle or muscle group (see above), 
which set his spas apart. Young gentle 
men and commoners alike flocked to his 
centers for rigorous daily workouts, and

soon the Spanish were renowned 
throughout continental Europe for their 
bulging, muscular physiques.

Three of de Ibrquemada's most en 
thusiastic followers were Hernando Cor- 
tez, Francisco Pizarro, and Ferdinand 
Magellan. Indeed, their extraordinary 
exploits in conquering the Aztecs and 
the Incas and in circumnavigating the 
globe can be directly attributed to the 
amazing strength and stamina that they 
developed in de Ibrquemada's spas. 
Cortex, for example, disemharking in 
Mexico and finding himself surrounded

by a mob of hostile Aztecs, is reputed to 
have fallen to the sand and done three 
hundred rapid leg lifts. This so aston 
ished and impressed the Indians that 
they threw down their spears and arrows 
and surrendered forthwith. Similarly, 
one of Magellan's shipmates reports that 
the puissant captain would frequently 
dive overboard and swim alongside his 
armada as it made its way around the 
world. It was thus that he lost his life 
while hreaststroking his way through a 
group of cannibals disporting in the surf 
beyond the reef of a South Seas island.
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The Sports Medicine 
Approach
by Dr. Boyd Callahan, M.D.

As a physician active in the practice of 
sports medicine for over ten years, I can 
tell you with authority that the body of a 
fitness enthusiast is entirely different 
from the body of an unconditioned, sed 
entary person. R>r example, a physically 
fit heart is three1 to four times larger. A 
super athlete like O.J. Simpson has a re 
markably large heart, which weighs over 
forty pounds and has enough muscle to 
lift an ordinary color television set all by 
itself. And, obviously, a bigger, stronger 
heart can do a better job than others. 
Look at this chart.
QUARTS OF BLOOD PUMPED 

PER MINUTE WHILE:
Play ing cards.............................! qt.
folding towels .......................... l'/2 qts.
Eating a cracker........................! qt.
Running twenty miles as fast as you 

am.....................................1,000 qts.

How many quarts would you like to 
pump? A thousand or more? Well, you 
need a large, powerful heart to do that 
kind of work, and as you probably al 
ready know, an intense program of con 
tinuous exercise is the only way to assure 
success. My job as a sports medicine ex 
pert is to help prevent injuries from in 
terrupting your exercise routine. Studies 
show that a layoff of as little as thirty-six 
hours can be devastating.

When Jimmy Connors, the champion 
tennis player, missed two days'practice, I 
quickly asked to examine him. His or 
dinarily bulging and toned heart muscles 
were reduced to sagging, pendulous 
folds, barely able to move. Jimmy's heart 
looked like it had been in a German 
death camp. This process is called revers- 
abiiity, and it's important not to let it 
happen to you. Let's take a look at some 
of the injuries that might interfere with

Typical active fitness enthitsiast's heart.

your fitness routine.
BONE FRACTURE. A specialized 

sports injury in which the bone becomes 
cracked or broken completely in half. 
Example: Star running back O.J. Simp- 
son had his pelvis broken in a big game. 
Here's how to tell if you have a broken 
bone. First ,lct pain be your"insidc man." 
It will tell you where to suspect a frac 
ture. Second, repeat the event that im 
mediately preceeded the injury. If the 
pain persists, have someone wrap his 
hands around the sore spot and press as 
hard as he can while rotating his hands 
in opposite directions. Continued dis 
comfort means you have a frac 
ture.Treatment: Because your first 
concern is preventing heart shrinkage or 
decay, 1 always prescribe a lightweight 
cartitotic—a wedge-shaped rubber insert 
that fits between the heart and the 
diaphragm. The cardiotic puts extra 
pressure on the heart muscles to keep 
them robust until your fitness schedule 
can be fully resumed.

MUSCLE, LIGAMENT, TEN 
DON, AND FASCIA PULLS. These 
are uniquely sports-related injuries that 
occur when muscles, joints, and fascia 
arc twisted, torn, or ripped completely 
apart. Example: Frank Shorter, re 
nowned Olympic runner, ruptured his 
Achilles tendon during an important 
race. How can you tell if you have sev 
ered or "pulled" a muscle or joint? 
Again, ask your body's "information of 
ficer,"/jam. Treatment: Intensify your 
routine immediately. You will already 
have incurred a "fitness debt" to your 
heart by slowing down to examine the 
injury, and it may be reconciled only by 
renewed activity that is more vigorous 
than ever. Baseball superstar Thurman 
Munson reports that his heart became 
"dangerously limp and felt like a soft clay 
ball" after a mere five-minute hiatus 
from hisworkout.

HEAT STROKE AND SUN 
BURN. Trained athletes have known

Same heart after twenty-four hours of 
inactivity.

how to prevent heat stroke and sunburn 
for years by making this checklist for 
themselves: Is it hot outside? If so, do I 
plan to perform my fitness workout out 
doors continuously between ten in the 
morning and two in the afternoon? Do I 
have an article of clothing covering por 
tions of my skin I do not wish to be 
burned? If the answers are yes, ye.s, and 
no, you could be asking for a sports in 
jury. Treatment: Overheated skin can 
tire the heart, and as you know, a slowed 
heart will deteriorate extremely quickly. 
A reputable heart ointment or lotion 
will protect the heart from excessive out 
door heat.

In closing, I'd like to discuss a ques 
tion that 1 often get: What can / do he- 
fore a competition to give my body the 
best performance edge? I recommend 
Depletion and Amphetamine Packing, a 
two'phasc, six-day program I devised to 
put you in top "game day" condition. As 
you know, humans are among the few 
mammals that do not manufacture their 
own amphetamines. Our primary 
sources are coffee, Coca Cola, and phar 
maceutical supplements. The Depletion 
phase calls for a three-day amphetamine- 
free diet consisting of meat, potatoes, 
chocolate, biscuits, pics—anything but 
coffee and Coca Cola. This forces mus 
cles to use up your body's amphetamine 
reserves, and in effect, trains them to uti 
lize amphetamines more efficiently. The 
Packing aspect follows, and the results 
are exactly opposite. You must restrict 
yourself to coffee and Coca Cola only, 
and take 10,000 mgs. of methylnmpheta- 
mine per day. The drug is bound into 
your newly-conditioned muscle fibers in 
much larger quantities than usual, per 
mitting peak performance for greatly ex 
tended periods. International skating 
sensation Cheryl Flemming can keep her 
heart (a forty-three pounder) going at an 
enviable rate of 210 beats a minute for 
five consecutive days by using this 
method.

Heart is barely recognizable after three' 
day layoff.
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Das Kalistenik
Das Kalistenik is a unified, single 

movement exercise program developed 
by Dr. Hans Geldstehlen, trainer of the 
East German National Swim Team. In 
exactly seven seconds, it exercises each of 
the body's six hundred and fifty-six mus 
cles and places a scientifically determined

amount of healthful stress on each of the 
internal organs. If Das Kalistenik is per 
formed correctly, no other exercise is 
needed, or advisable, for three weeks.

Da.s Ktilisrenik's only weakness is a 
function of its strength, for if Dr. Geld 
stehlen's exercise is performed for even a

split -second too long, the added stress 
placed on the muscles can result in se 
rious pulls and tears, and irreparable 
damage can be done to the internal 
organs, particularly the heart.

The following diagram gives a rough 
idea of Das Kalistenik:

Fig. 1
Position to begin;
start with six deep breaths.

5 Fig. 6
Final position;

end with six more breaths.

Running Through the 
"Z Barrier"
by Hal Thromby

I like to run. Wait, it's more than that. I 
lovti to run. I'd rather run than cat. Run 
ning is not just the only thing, it's every 
thing to me. So if you're not deeply 
involved with running, what I am about 
to relate may not be of interest to you. 
But if you are involved in running, it 
may inspire you to move along the same 
paths 1 did, and hopefully, to live 
through the same remarkable experience 
I had.

I am a veteran marathon runner. I am 
not of championship caliber, but I do 
break the three-hour mark regularly. In 
fact, in the last few marathons, I finished 
with hardly any pain. 1 felt exhilarated 
after the twenty-six miles. And so, the 
next time 1 started training I decided to 
simply run as far as 1 could, distance be 
damned.

At the beginning, 1 still experienced 
the usual "wall," that feeling after about 
ten miles that you can't go on, that your 
body has given up. This is the time you 
have to run through your pain. The 
harder you run the taster the pain disap 
pears, and in the next ten miles or so, 
you feel euphoric and free-floating. The 
last two miles of a marathon is when 
your body tries to "flash" at you, scaring 
you with stomach and leg cramps and se 
vere chest pains. These are "false alarms," 
which I've learned to ignore.

From the twenty-sixth to the thirtieth 
mile my body felt fuzzy, as if it were 
saying, "Hey, wait a minute, the mara

thon is over. Why are you still running?" 
I decided not to answer that question, 
but to erase all thoughts from my mind 
and just put one leg in front of the other. 

By the thirtieth mile,I entered a new 
stage I never felt before—terminal pain. 
Every bone in my body, every ounce of 
my flesh felt as if someone were beating 
me with a lead pipe. R>r the next fifteen 
miles I ran with this pain. My head was 
one big migraine. I had toothaches, and 
my lungs were on fire (I was sure they 
would burn to a crisp).

Thromby, after breaking the "Z Barrier!'

At the fifty-mile mark, the pain sub 
sided somewhat. This was actually more 
dangerous, because again, you are 
tempted to stop, "to quit while you're 
ahead." But quitting was now out of the 
question. I was determined to hold out 
as long as I could.

I was hoping for a reward, a new level 
of euphoria and lightness after all that 
pain. But at the sixty-mile mark, the 
pain got worse. It was difficult to 
breathe. I felt sharp, stabbing pains in 
my chest. My legs ceased to have any

feeling. I looked down at them and 
could see many dark blue veins ready to 
pop. I confess that I was almost ready to 
quit at this point, but a little voice in the 
pit of rny stomach (it was no longer in 
the back of my mind) urged me to keep 
running.

At seventy-five, I noticed thar my hair 
was falling out in big clumps and my 
skin was drying rapidly and feeling crisp 
to the touch. It began to fall off in flakes, 
like strudel dough. A pale, yellowish liq 
uid was dripping out of my ears. I was 
feeling the effects of dehydration, but 
continued to run.

! consulted my odometer and thought 
I saw the magic number 100, but every 
thing became a blur. My eyes stopped 
functioning. I had to pinch and bite my 
self and bang my head against trees as I 
ran because I was beginning to lose all 
sense of feeling.

And then, the final breakthrough 
happened. At what must have been the 
one-hundred-twenty-fifth mile, I went 
into a state I call "non-space." Suddenly I 
lost all control of my bowels and blad 
der. I emptied myself. I drooled uncon 
trollably, tears flowed from my blinded 
eyes, and that odd, yellowish liquid 
oozed out of my ears again, i broke 
through the final wall, what I call the "Z 
Barrier" I no longer had any responsi 
bility for my body.

Breaking the Z Barrier was the most 
thrilling moment of my life, but it took a 
lot out of me. I was so exhausted after 
ward that 1 couldn't run for two days. I 
am now back on a full training schedule 
and plan to break the Z Barrier again 
soon. Why not try it yourself?

continued
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DIET AND 
NUTRITION
Jock-Up

The las: word in liquid supplements 
for active athletes, developed by Dr. 
Whitney Paync of the University of 
Southern California Sweat Center. Dr. 
Payne and his colleagues specialize in the 
study of the human sweat glands and 
how to replenish the body's supply of 
sweat during strenuous exercise. 
They've developed a new drink called

Jock-Up, the first liquid supplement 
that contains pure, natural sweat instead 
of chemical substitutes. "Jock-Up uses 
the sweat of the best athletes at USC, 
many of them world-record holders," 
said Dr. Payne. "We run them on a 
treadmill and attach various suction de 
vices to their bodies, which draw off 
their perspiration. The liquid is then 
blast-frozen to preserve ic at the perfect 
temperature. Then it is made into a 
powder concentrate and combined with 
natural spring water, vitamins, minerals, 
and of course, some flavorings. Right 
now we have a fortified citrus-flavored 
beverage."

The "sweat concentrate" of the 
famous athletes is of a very high quality, 
and the patented blast-freezing method 
retains its natural freshness and potency. 
Only small amounts need be taken after 
strenuous exercise. Dr. Payne advises 
that you can also mix ir with tap water, 
"like vermouth with gin in a martini, say, 
six or seven parts water to one part Jock- 
Up." Jock-Up will soon he available in 
selected health food stores and some de 
partment stores.

The Evelyn Wood Diet
Conceived by a wom;m who simply 

calls herself Evelyn, the Wood Diet may 
be the answer to the search for the per 
fect food. Evelyn has discovered that cer 
tain woods contain all the nutrients we 
need for a perfectly balanced diet. She 
recommends pure, 100 percent wood 
from trees. The best woods come from 
pine, oak, maple, ash, hickory, and fruit 
trees. White birch and elm are to be 
avoided. Magnolias, weeping willows, 
and trees native to the Deep South are 
less nutritious than the northeastern 
trees.

A six-ounce serving of pine or oak 
will supply you with 97 percent of all the 
nutrients you need in a balanced diet. It

contains vitamins A through G, iron, 
niacin, phosphorous, calcium, ribofla- 
vin, rinc, and manganese. It has over 93 
percent of the protein you need, plus the 
perfect balance of carbohydrates. Of 
course, wood is full of natural fibers—the 
roughage you need for regular bowel 
movements—and a long-range safeguard 
against cancer of the colon. Wood has no 
cholesterol or sugar.

The best way to serve, wood is to put 
it in rhe blender with a bit of chicken 
broth and chop it into small bite-size 
pieces. Evelyn warns us not to eat the 
"processed" woods, such as fibcrboard, 
wood boxes, or paper—not even expen 
sive "rag" papers used for stationery.

Eatercfs/ng
Exercise while vou eat. 
One of the most effective v\ p ays to stay fit 
is to combine a low-calorie diet with rig 
orous exercise at the same time. Dr. Alex 
Shimfoy, a dietician, and Paul Ziv, a 
noted physical therapist, have collabo 
rated on this new method, which vir 
tually guarantees you a lean, trim 
physique.

Here's a typical daily regimen from

Breakfast
While eating your fruit juice, bran 
flakes with skim milk, one slice of 
whole wheat toast with margarine, 
and one cup of herbal tea or decaffein 
ated coffee (no milk), do the following 
exercises simultaneously:

50 push-ups
75 sit-up;-
100 deep knee bends
100 toe touches

Lunch
Enjoy a white meat turkey sandwich 
on crackers or whole wheat bread 
with lettuce (no butter or may 
onnaise), a small mixed green salad 
wirh safflower oil and vinegar dress 
ing, and a fresh fruit cup or gelatin 
dessert as you do 1.

50 squat thrusts
50"1T leg-tips
50 head, neck, shoulder,
and torso stretches 

Dinner
About six ounces of broiled fish 
(scrod, haddock), two green vegeta 
bles, a slice of angel food cake, herbal 
tea or decaffeinated coffee, or a diet 
soda. Along with this dinner do:

20 minutes of running in place
LO minutes of arm, torso,
hip, and leg stretching
100 push-ups n
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One ore no where sex takes a backseat to skill

WO MEN-ATHLETES
,\ ^^ '"-V

TWENTY-THREE 
BOUTIQUE MANAGER 

LAKELAND, FLORIDA

"Golf is a real precision sport. 
That s what I like about it. 

When I ploy golf, it doesn't 
matter that I'ma woman. 

Except that / get a lot of 
momentum going with my 

boobies swaying back and 
forth and back and forth, and 

it really helps my swing. I can 
hit the green on a par-.3 hole 
every time'.'
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GLORIA HAUSMANN
TWENTY-SIX
PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT 

MANHATTAN,

"/ love maramHn running. I 
know H sovjnds corny, but it 
gives me a real natural high. 
_And I always run with my 

pants off. That way three, 
four, sometimes a dozen 

Puerto Rican guys will be 
chasing me. It does wonders 
for my pacejjfain do 26.2 

miles in t^UfKtiurs and thirty 
five minutes."
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JESSICA VAUGHN
TWENTY-SEVEN 
ART CALLERY OWNER 

SHORT HILLS, NEWJERSEY:

"I adore riding. I don't know 
why, but!just do."
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HAVING A

BY GAHAN WILSON

A common tragedy for sports-loving fathers is to have a son who is
useless in athletics. Arthur Harding of Manahakkat, Long Island,
was among those so afflicted, Arthur Harding, Jr., being a total
washout in anything having to do with physical competition. But He drove to the winter training camp of his favorite ball team,
Arthur Harding refused to let this blight his life.... and with the help of a surprisingly small bribe...

The lad resulting from this union was more 
along the lines of what Arthur Harding had 
wanted. He called him "Bull? and was very 

...arranged to have HinchStrekky, the team's leading fielder, impregnate Harding's wife, pleased, though it was obvious that raising 
Beryl. the child would not be without problems.
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Bulltooktosportswithavengeance,andtheonlyproblemArthur Arthur Harding would glow with pride when he heard the
Warding had was keeping pace witn him during their Httte prac- little fellowpraised for his wonderful achievements on the playing
tice sessions, field.

Business know-how introduced techniques whereby, without em- The children resulting from these sometimes costly unions were 
barrassment and in the privacy of one's own home, a wife could be looked after carefully, of course. Prospective suitors were ex- 
fertilized by a wide choice of superstars. amined to insure the breed would not be spoiled.Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Arthur Harding's friends were so impressed by the results of his 
bold move that they decided to try it themselves. Soon husbands 
from coast to coast were dropping old inhibitions in order to reap These wives, seeing the possibility of happier marriages, cooper- 
the benefits of introducing more promising sperm than their own ated fully with the new fad, even forming coffee parties on their 
into their wives. own where they could be studded by some celebrity athlete.

From time to time, violent arguments would break out between
different parents over which had the offspring with the best ...andtheeconomicburdenofbringingupanearly perfect athletic 
'pedigree... type grew heavier and heavier...
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...but the satisfactions produced by the marvelous contests
...while now and then a mischance of overbreeding produced a played by these super-offspring made their doting fathers' sacri- 
morethan ordinarily unruly child... fkes more than well worthwhile.

In time, however, because of alf this careful genetic control, 
athletic excellence became commonplace. One day, the rebroad- 
cast of an old television interview called attention to the shortage 
of first-rate minds... .and a new fad was born.Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



-AS OLD AS THE HILLS

zdjOr literally "grass mountaining," mouth—and after culling pebbles and other
has been a traditional sport among simple foreign materials picked up along the way,
Basque herdsmen and farmers for centuries, measures its weight on a small scale called
so highly regarded that at one time it was a an eskleta.. The individual who gathers the
principal means of determining courtship greatest amount of grass is the winner,
rights, criminal and civil liability, and even Today, less than 500 people are known to
appointments to local public office. regularly participate in ekskluza contests,

• Play has remained es 
sentially unchanged 
since the game's in 
ception several hundred 
years before the time of 
Christ. Anywhere from 
three to ten men gather 
at the crest of a moder 
ately steep, grassy hill, 
wearing heavy coats and 
protective eiklii pads at 
the knees. Upon a signal 
from the esklonsa (start 
ing official), contestants 
hurl themselves toward 
the base of the hill. Al 
though some tumble, 
most roll horizontally: 
the object is simply to 
collect as much grass in

which are still held in 
some of the remotest 
valleys of the eastern Py 
renees. The once-re 
vered Icelota, the ekskluza 
champion, was feted 
with extraordinary ban 
quets and awarded a 
brilliant green sash to 
distinguish him as an 
honored member of the 
community. Old records 
show that 3,875 chil 
dren born in 1643 were 
named after that year's 
most popular player, 
Keik Elosa, who later 
became one of the 
wealthiest men in Eu 
rope as a result of busi-

Loo/o> /i/<£ a tuniuT, but t/u? final decision belongs to 
t/ie bilbak. A mo-pound clump is not uncommon.

their mouths as possible without stopping, ness and investment opportunities afforded 
and without use of the hands. Each player, of him by loyal fans.Other el<skluza heroes were 
course, attempts to maximize the number of presented with lavish castles and vast 
times his mouth comes in contact with the amounts of land—but these policies are not 
hill, biting off a clump on each revolution. in effect anymore. Now the kelota must 

After crossing the finish line, players are settle only for the satisfaction of having con- 
examined by the bilbak—a sort of chief um- tributed to the preservation of one of the 
pire who removes the grass from each man's oldest sports traditions on earth. •
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THE SPARKOMATIC SOUND.
CAR STEREO FOR THE TRAVELIN' WOMAN

WHO IS NO STEREOTYPE.
. You're a travelln' woman because you know 

the action doesn't stay put. And one of the driving 
forces in your lifestyle is music—today's spectacular 
high fidelity sounds. Which means the stereo that 
shares your driving space had better share your high 
standards.

Meet Sparkomatic's High Power AM/FM 
Stereo with integrated Cassette SR 3100. A whole 
new generation of car high fidelity designed for your 
demanding expectations. Styled along the lines of 
the most beautiful and sophisticated home compo 
nents. With reception and sound reproduction that 
compare as well.

This particular Sparkomatic Stereo is a High 
Power tour de force-45 scandalous watts of stereo 
phonic power. With sensitivity and separation a

purist like yourself will love. Advanced efficiencies 
\ikcfeather touch electronic switches activate major 
high fidelity functions. Separate bass/treble and bal 
ance/fader controls put you in total command of the 
performance. What you ultimately hear is the ulti 
mate achievement in car sound.

There are 20 unique Sparkomatic car stereos 
to choose from,, including many other High Power 
models. A set of Sparkomatic speakers completes a 
sound system in fabulous high fidelity fashion.

Because you're a travelin1 woman who is no 
stereotype, Sparkomatic has your type stereo.

Visit a Sparkomatic dealer for a demonstration.

For the Travelin'Woman... and Man-,.
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



GAME BUNNIES I
-FIGHTING PRIDE OF FRANCE

Bunnyfighting has long been the province 
of a handful of aristocratic French sports 
men, who gather in secluded barns and 
dense backwoods to pit bunny against 
bunny in what is regarded as one of the 
liveliest and most unpredictable sports in 
the world. Specially selected for their size 
and temperament at 
birth, these bunnies are 
groomed to fight and 
fight and fight until one 
stops or the match ends. 
Methodical trainers 
teach them to fear all 
other animals of their 
species. Then at six 
weeks of age, they fit 
the bunnies with petit 
chaussures— small shoe- 
like weights used to 
strengthen their paws 
and limbs.

After repeated expo 
sure to the lapin truque— 
a monstrous-looking 
bunny effigy operated 
with a short stick by the 100 bunnies. 
trainer—the young bunny apprenti is in 
itiated to live competition in a ritual known 
as the egal lit improvise. Here, the bunny is 
generally matched against an experienced 
but second-rate bunny, who will put up an 
instructive fight without causing too much 
damage. Many apprentis are adorned with 
brightly-plumed ceremonial collars, to

Famous lapin vaillant, Marcel, has defeated over

which more feathers are added each time the 
bunny wins a bout or provides an excep 
tionally good show.

At the urging of their handlers and dozens 
of shouting, frantic spectators, who often 
times wager small fortunes on the outcome, 
the spirited combatants slowly circle each 

other in a six-by-six-foot 
pit called the gravier 
I'accueil, hopping up and 
down and from side to 
side until they eventu 
ally make contact. At 
this point, the hopping 
becomes accelerated, 
sometimes even wild. 
The bunnies will jab 
and pull at each other 
in short flurries, then 
stop fighting altogether. 
Sometimes they will 
start up again—the pac 
ing is frequently erratic. 
After twelve minutes, a 
judge determines the 
winner by scoring each 
bunny's willingness to 

fight, basic skills, and relative advantage at 
the end of the match. The victorious bunny 
is customarily rewarded with special deli 
cacies, such as baby peas and imported en 
dive lettuce from California, and is thereafter 
known as lapin vaillant. Approximately 300 
of these full-fledged game bunnies are active 
today, some worth thousands of dollars. •
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Here are a few hints and tips for those of our readers who, like myself, loathe the outdoors and 
would rather drink ditch-water and dork Bella Abzug than participate in any organized sport.

1. An Inspirational Poem
1 date fresh air and windblown hair

And running and jogging and Coors. 
A glass ofPerrier I greet with dismay

And I don't want to go outdoors. 
The dampness wets my cigarettes,

The dew my drink does water, 
And as for sniffing coke outdoors,

I do not think you oughter. 
Making love on a bluff in the totally buff

May be fine for a squirrel or a Viking. 
But a hotel, first class, and a girl with a past

Are (fie wilds that are more to my liking. 
And to hunt or to fish is worse than I'd wish

On the dirtiest thief of a Hindoo. 
I'll hunt 'neatfi the sheets for game such as 

teats
And shoot pigeons out of my windoo. 

Riding's perverse ancf basketbalf's worse,
Golf is an abomination: 

My love of life palls at the thought of footballs.
Soccer's played by the lowest of nations. 

I'd rather the dentist than two sets of tennis,
Softball's sadder than playing with blocks. 

I'll go to bat with umbrella and hat
And I'll score with a big hit in stocks. 

Yes. I hate fresh air and windblown hair
And running and jogging and Coors. 

A glass ofPerrier / greet with dismay
And I will not go outdoors/

2. Make Money

Nowadays, with the occasional 
exception of an oil rigor lumber 
company, most money is made in 
doors. While everybody you know 
is outside throwing Frisbees, play 
ing voile/ball, and running in 
maraihons, why not stay at the 
office and make lots and lots of 
money? Then, when everybody 
comes back inside, you can fire 
them.

Here are some indoor types of 
moneymaking you might want to 
try:

• Municipal bond sales.
• Diamond dealing.

• Manufacturing computer 
components.

• Booking hit rock bands.

3. Try This Exercise-It'll Make 
You Feel Great

From a seated position, get up 
and walk to the bar. Mix one jigger 
of dry vermouth with seven jiggers 
of gin. Pour over 3/4 cup of cracked 
ice and stir well. Strain and pour 
into a glass. Twist one lemon peel 
over the top. Sit down and drink.

Repeat.
Build your stamina slowly and 

soon you'll be able to do ten or 
twelve of these!

4. The Dangers of Staying 
Indoors Too Long

Nothing is without risk, and 
staying inside too long can be just 
as dangerous as exercising. Here 
are some things to avoid;
• Don't watch daytime TV and talk 

on the phone all the time. If you do 
that for more than two weeks, you 
turn into a girl.

• Don't read Oui magazine. Oui 
seems to be written by guys who

watch daytime TV every day and 
never get off the phone, not even to 
write. They may have already 
turned into girls, as evidenced by 
the recent subjects covered in their 
"Sex Tapes" feature (e.g., "What 
kind of jewelry turns you on?"). 
Read Club instead. Many of the 
girls in there are from foreign 
countries and will do anyth i ng.

• Don't snort cocaine and clean out 
your desk, cupboards, or closets. 
Instead, jack off and then handicap 
the trotters. Trotters are the only 
truly adult span.

  Don't get a cat or raise house- 
plants. People who have cats and 
houseplants are really sad types. 
Also, the cat eats the houseplants 
and the houseplants poison the cat, 
and sooner or later you'll have to go 
outside to throw one or both of them 
in the trash can.

• Don't read science fiction books. 
It'll look bad if you die in bed with 
one on the nightstand. Always read 
stuff that will make you look good if 
you die in the middle of it.

  Don't smoke marijuana when you're 
alone. It'll make scifi books and 
Oui magazine seem interesting.

5. TaKe A Fluorescent Light Bath

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Two big mistakes you can make
buying a cassette deck 

(and two great new ways to avoid them).
Mistake #1: missing out on metal tape.

If you've ever noticed that conventional cassette 
recordings seem to lack some of the brilliance and 
"sparkle" of the original source, you're ready to move 
up to the new metal particle tape. With about 5dB 
more "headroom" at low frequencies and up to WdB 
more at high frequencies, these new cassettes deliver 
sound quality you could only get from discs or 
open-reel tapes before.

However, it takes special modifications to a 
jassette deck to realize these benefits — 

modifications that other companies are charging 
plenty for. But with the new Sanyo RD5370, you can 
get superb metal tape performance for no more than 
a lot of decks without this feature: just $399.95* So 
even if you're shopping decks in the $300 price range, 
you definitely ought to consider spending the extra 
money for a deck that won't be made obsolete by 
metal tape.

Mistake #2: paying too much.
Other manufacturers are asking $700 and up for 

cassette decks designed for metal tape. Sanyo offers 
you a choice of two machines — both under $500. 
Besides the RD5370 mentioned above, there's the 
$499.95* RD5372. It's loaded with features like a 
microprocessor-controlled dual motor solenoid tape 
transport, separate Sendust Alloy record and 
playback heads, electronic digital tape counter, 
programmable automatic rewind and repeat, timer, 
standby, plus switchable peak limiter and MPX 
filter.

And in case you thought the less expensive 
RD5370 was a stripped down version, it gives you all 
of the above except the electronic counter and auto 
rewind/repeat! Both machines deliver performance 
you have to hear to appreciate {like 30-19,000 Hz 
±3dB response with metal tape, and 0.04% WRMS 
wow & flutter).

So before you buy any tape deck, find a Sanyo dealer and put the RD5370 and RD5372 through their paces 
with a metal particle cassette. If you don't, you could be making a big mistake.

Manufacturer's suggested retail value. Actual selling price determined by dealer.

Sanyo Electric Inc. 1200 W. Artesia Blvd. Compton, CA 90220 

© 1979 Sanyo Electric Inc., Compton, CA
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device capable of sustaining black; street 
behavior in most of its variations.

SKIING. There arc two main forms of 
this sport: Alpine skiing and Nordic 
.skiing. Alpine skiing involves a moun 
tain and a $5,000 to $10,000 minimum 
investment, plus $300,000 for the condo 
in Aspen and however much you spend 
on drugs. It is a sport only a handful of 
people ever master, and those who do, 
do so at the expense of other skills like 
talking and writing their own name. Rir 
pure sports chuckles, the Blind Olym 
pics can't hold a candle to the hilarity on 
the intermediate slope at a ski resort on 
a snowy Saturday afternoon. At any 
given time, $800,000 to $1 million worth 
of ski equipment and garb is hurtling 
down the hill attached to terrified bone- 
heads. Put a normally dignified chief 
officer of a major multinational con 
glomerate or a chart-busting rock V 
roller on. a pair of skis and point him 
down the bunny hill and voifa! Topo 
Gigio! Better to slip and slide in a pair 
of jeans than in a designer suit that 
makes you look like a competition 
Porsche with love handles. Fortu 
nately for ski enthusiasts, skiing is only a

small part of skiing. There are parties, 
music, drinking, hot tubs, sex, drugs, 
and food. The main reason many skiers 
risk breaking their bodies and make 
screaming nincompoops of themselves 
on the slopes is to get that wonderful 
ruddy windburned skin and sun- 
bleached hair that Robert Redford had 
in Dounhill Racer, and to have a legiti 
mate reason to wear a cowboy hat and 
reflective sunglasses. The female skiL'r 
who has spent a long, frustrating day of 
spitting out pine needles, getting her hair 
snarled in her bindings, and getting 
whacked in the ass by the lift chair, is es 
pecially eager to recoup her pride. This 
results in hundreds of normally staid, 
upright, conservative wives of Chicago 
carpet, packaging, institutional food, and 
plastic knob barons outbidding their 
daughters for the right to blow the ski 
instructor. A major benefit of Alpine 
skiing is that black people can't do it. 
The easy, fluid grace and rhythmic ease 
that Negroes bring to most athletic activ 
ity works about as well on skis as it 
would in an F-4 Phantom fighter plane. 
Skiing is an insane, brutal, Nordic sport 
more akin to a berserk Viking attack 
than to dancing the hustle. What this 
means in practical terms is that you 
don't have to worry about finding your

self the only white at an all-black ski 
resort.

Nordic skiing, on the other hand, isn't 
so much a sport as it is a way for Norwe 
gians to get to work in the winter. It is 
basically walking around with pieces of 
wood on your feet. Not surprisingly, 
Nordic skiing has caught on in places like 
Iowa and Ohio where, after the Super 
Bowl, there are no winter sports. Nordic, 
or cross-country, skiers will tell you that 
their sport has marvulous cardiovascular 
benefits, and that it takes great endur 
ance, stamina, and guts to tough it out 
over a gruelling tour down to the K- 
Mart and back. Nordic differs from Al 
pine skiing in that there are no fashion 
able Nordic ski spas and resorts; women 
don't Hock after Nordic skiers; and with 
out the wide-spread use of snowmobiles 
on cross-country trails, the sport would 
lack any excitement at all.

SKY DIVING. If thoroughbred racing 
is the sport of kings, then sky diving is 
the sport of king-sized idiots. Remember 
how your old man told you about para 
trooper training during World War II? 
How they pulled him out of code school, 
strapped a bed sheet on his back, and 
kicked his ass out of an airplane fifteen 
thousand feet above a cornfield? Re-

T o assemble this cast today would cost over twenty- 
seven million dollars—if it could be done! Back then, 

we got them for free milk and cookies. But that was 
before we launched a dozen meteoric careers, garnered three 
Grammy nominations, and made a bundle for the home folks. 
Now, in one album, a star-studded selection of satire, parody, 
frivolity, and wit in the Notional Lampoon tradition—from the 
performers and writers who made that tradition!

THE GREATEST HITS OF NATIONAL LAMPOON

MUSIC TAPES

I National Lampoon 635 Madison Avenue

[ Gimrne, gimme, gimme_ .GREATEST HITS OF NATIONAL

THE LAMPOON albums at $7.98 apiece. I enclose a check for 
$_______. (There is no charge for handling and postage.)

Nome

ALBUM ON 
RECORD.

Address

ICity_ State

New York State residents: Please add 8% sales tax.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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THE MIRISCH CORPORATION PRESENTS

I FRANK LANGELLA TH LAURENCE OLIVIER 
! NDRACULAA^OSTARR,NG DONALDPLEASENCE KATE NELLIGAN

A WALTER MIRISCH-JOHN BADHAM PRODUCTION
REENPLAY w D RicHTER HAMILTON DEANE ANDJOHN L. BALDERSTOI
K&WBRAM STOKER ̂ vUSICJOHN WILLIAMS l?li^vBVSUAL ALBERT WHITLOCI

MARVIN MIRISCH ^ODUCED WALTER MIRISCH BP^JOHN BADHAM
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE • PANAVIS1ON' l DOLB/STBHEO
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TEAC

WE'VE GOT THE GUTS.

Look inside any tape 
recorder and you'll 
find the parts that 
really matter. The parts 
that define the ultimate 
quality of your sound. 
The transport 
mechanism,

Transports must 
work in a world of 
micro-tolerances. A 
millionth of an inch 
error can ruin your 
audio quality. Because 
when the transport 
errs, no amount of 
electronic wizardry 
can replace the lost 
fidelity.

Consider the TEAC 
transport, Capstans 
formed on computer- 
controlled lathes and 
perfected on industrial 
micro-grinders. Mas 
sive flywheels, inertially 
balanced. Solenoids 
typically twice the 
size and power of 
those used in other 
decks, Belts that are 
tested for dimensional 
stability under the most 
severe temperature, 
humidity and atmos 
pheric conditions.

The results of this 
specialized design 
and manufacturing 
technology are unusu 
ally high levels of 
accuracy, stability and 
durability. Proven 
qualities that make a 
TEAC sound better 
initially and maintain 
its sonic integrity after 
years of use.

Often, to reach these 
performance criteria, 
we've found current 
state-of-the-art con

cepts lacking. So 
through the years, 
we've introduced new 
technologies.

Like the first cassette 
deck with integral 
Dolby* noise reduction 
in 1971. And the first 
cassette transport to 
break the 0,1 % wow & 
flutter barrier in 1973. 
Designs ihal helped 
make the cassette 
deck a respectable 
high fidelity com 
ponent.

Today, we're pro 
ducing cassette com 
ponents with instru 
mentation drive 
systems. Mechanisms 
taken right out of our 
own data recorders, 
These transports are

built to withstand con 
tinuous read/write use 
in computer installa 
tions. Where mega- 
dollars are at slake. 
And reliability is 
everything,

Soon you'll see the 
first popularly priced 
cassette decks with 
integral dbx** noise 
elimination. Originally 
designed for open reel 
recorders in profes 
sional recording 
studios, the dbx system 
gives you sound so 
quiet, so noise-free, 
it's scary.

Twenty-five years 
of specialization 
has taught us that 
design balance is 
critical for quality

sound reproduc 
tion. So you'll find 
that balance 
in every TEAC. 

The proof is 
in the results. 
That's why more 
professional 
recordists rely 
on TEAC ma 
chines than 

any other make 
in the world,

So next time you're 
distracted by an 
Astro-this, Fluoro-that 
or Spectro- something 
else, remember: 
a tape recorder is 
a machine.

How well it works 
depends on how 
well it's made.

Look into a TEAC, 
and you'll find that 
we've got the guts. 
To show you what's 

inside. To let you 
evaluate our per 
formance. To make 
you the final judge.

To us, it's a matter of 
craftsmanship. To you, 
a matter of decision. 
Because when you 
peel away the bells 
and whistles, you find 
the real measure of 
every tape recorder. 
Especially ours.

For more informa 
tion, see your TEAC 
Audio dealer.

Or write us at 
Dept. NL-7.
•Dolby is a registered Irademark 
of Dolby Laboratories 

"dbx is o registered trademark 
ol dbx. inc

TEAC
©1979 TEAC Corporation ol America. 7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello. CA 90640 In Canada, TEAC is distributed by White Electronic Development Corporation (1966) LtdCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



IPEMEMBER HOW LIBRARIES' 
WERE ACTUAUY DAN6EROU5 
PLACES BECAUSE YOU COULD 
COME ACROSS ALL SORTS 
OF WEIRD IDEA5 THATWOULD 
START YOU DOiNf;? WHO KNEA/''

WOW/TVilS IS SOME STUFF/ HF 
COULO GET OUT OF JAILS 
ANJD BOXES UMDER WATER, 
AND CF^ZY JACKETS/ 
HE COULD GET OUT OF 
ANYTHING/

1 MUST HAVE DONE 5CMETHIM6
WRONG WITH THIS GODDAMw
KNOT/ SHIT/ WHYTHE HELL 
PQESNT ITCDME UX^E " IF I- —

>^<
IMI6HT AS WELL FACE IT 
JUST DON'T HAN/E THE . 
FOi?CARD TRICKS. AAAVBE I'LL 
FIND SOMETHING ELSE. WHO'S 
THIS HOUDIMI^

THIS ONE DOESN'T LOOK TOO 
HARD, YEAH /1 COULD DO 
THAT/ X'LLGET SOME 
CLOTHE5LIME FROM THE 
LAUNDRY CLOSET^.

DEFINITELY NOT 
GCXN6 TO CALL 

MOTHER.

1979^
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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oH,fiooD/THERE'S sTiupiENTv ,
OF CARRCTTftNp RAISIN 5ALftOj

I ei£MTY-THREE KINDS ofSALAD/
..; YOU ,

SET YOUR MONEYS VOORTH.'

.'... I WftS SO UUN6RY WKP-N WE
HERE- 

ANP t'M Stf STUFFeO NOUJ
HAPPV FOR, A 

BRIEF PERIOD iwrrtE MIDDLE.

1 CANT WAIT To W6 INTO THOSE 5uJEp!5H
MEATBfl
CHICKEN
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Kosmetics The Slupid Group

MARCH 1972/ESCAPE! Wilh Hitler in Paradise, the California Supplement, celebnly suicide notes 
the fapillon parody. Swan Song of tneOpen Road ancf doing tl wiln dolphins 
APHIL, 1972/25TH ANNIVERSARY: Wilh Ihe '58 BulgemoBiles Ttie Playboy Falloul Shelter Com- 
mre plol Com:cs Fronlline Demise. TrwdBase 1'ieDaling Newspaper, and Amos n'Andy 
SEPTEMBER, 1972/BOREDOM: Witu Tn<- W'de World ol Maa; r>:a White Heritage. Bland Hoiel. the 
lClank Atetenai !>-•"•'.••"" •••"••-• '. ••••"•• •"'••» •<-"" •'• """•- -• -
OCTOBER. 1972/I; 1 m :;:s: |: inn::. CA: si II 01 is SIXTIES? .'.'i'i Bob Dylan and Joan Baez in 
Zvurruirmancoiiv' ' . , M, . , .. i , ,,,..,LiSi»iesalt)ip.rn 
DECEMBER. 197?.'. ,'V. i. I! ' 'i , :•!' •• --. 'it'b Miller's Gift ol the Magi Great 
Moments M i!' . i , •-,]':< •-:."• ' fit Special Insn Supplement
APRIL. 19'M nil Jiismu-. ' • ' 'iHaleuiemlure. AllindeFarnbiy.lheSnameoilheNorth. 
Profiles IP • ' ," i andiVo/ymagazine
MAY, 1973/FHAUD: .••••• IT i n^ 1 ' iusniiv Cheating Kil Borrow This IXioh, The Privileged Incli- 
ViauaKf.cjru lj\ rii:!ii;r, .1:.,,' „ iii.it '.".•:!• ,..H i L.'".ii'SPoi II IP Mandarin
AUGUST, 1973/STRANGE BELIEFS: Will. •'•.',- '' "• I. 'mn parody. Son-o'-God comics =3 
Gahan Wilsons Strange Beliefs ol (Jlmciren friril- " " i r • ,'• •"• , rtslBunk 
SEPTEMBER, 1873/POSTWAR: Wtlh Lift; I..IP :, '.i :< i,- J ••« Gracious Living. \WntedOve 
comics. Vichy Suppiemenl. Guerre Mciga^ine .n.-M'n' :'•. h,i: 
MARCH, 197a/STUPID: With the Stupid Aphtudc lest K.uu 
and Stupid Weivs S World Ropoii 
APRIL, 1974/TRAVEL: Wilh Ganan Wilsons Paranoid AProad. Airline Magazine Amisri in Space 
RMS Tyrannic 1 Broc-hure 148Counines You Can't Visit.and Welcome loCheeseburg 
JULY, 1974/DESSERT: Wilh Famine Cucie Magazine. Gahan Wilson's Baby Food, Corporale Farm 
ers Almanac Rcdngues GastronomiqueComique and Guns ana Sandwiches Magazine 
AUGUST, 1974/ISOLATIONISM ANO TOOTH CARE; With AgneWS A Very Sizable Advance. Seecl 
Magazine E*eculive Deleted. Soul Dnnks. Surprise Poster = 7. anoTrueMenu 
SEPTEMBER, 1974/OLD AGE: Wilh Unexciting Slones. Rodrigues' Senior Sex. Old Ladies. Home 
Journal, and Batlar! Comics
NOVEMBER, 1974/CIVICS: Wtlh The Rockefeller Art Collection. Prison Farm, Consttlutionat Comics 
and Watergaie Down
JANUARY, 197S/NO ISSUE: Wiln Negligent MOtliei Magazine. Oruce McCallE Zeppelin Firs! High 
COTIICS. WaieryateTnuia Tesi. and Night ol Ihe iceless Capades Massacre.
APRIL, 1975/CAR SICKNESS: Wilh Warm RvtJ Magazine. Henry Ford's Diary. Beep. Ihe Bad Lillle 
Bus. The 1306 Bulge Butgies T nt TUP lie1 policemen's Ball and Gahan Wilson's Shoes 
MAY, 1975/MEDICINE: >A.I'. /'.'••'•• ••' i •- >" rermmal Flatulence. Blue Cross m Peaceand War Rcdr:- 
gues Comedies, and ' ••,•!•
JULY, 197S/3-D ENTERTAINMENT- '.." ^griagMag. Tne Wspers Of 1610 Hollywood. Hooray 
Mel Brooks is God AMI:;)'' >• • a<;: i""*" -Sums
AUGUST, 1975/JUSTICE: With Ihe Fincketeller Ainca Report. Code of Hammurabi, Citizens Ancsi 
jVfa;>jyw: ln'ionl Therr Wind and Wocld N^ght Court
SEPTEMBER, 197S/BACK TO COLLEGE: Wilh the Vassar YearOook Football Preview Scholastic 
Scams Acatlem:c Ploys, and the fSQU're Parody
DECEMBER, 197S/MONEY: WUti TheGreal Price War Entreoreneurs and a Fortune parody 
APRIL. 1976/SPORTS: With Ooglishmg Silver Jock. The Glory ol Thar Hmdsighl. Ihe U.S Olympic 
Har.clDtiok a'ldTli^P^ickSlopsHeie
SEPTEMBER, 1976/THE LATEST ISSUE: Wtlh a complete Us! of Bad Words. Weslern Romance 
Pan Three Brave Day Magazine, and Ihe return ol bold Uncle Buckle and cat hammerer. 
OCTOBER, 19T6/THE FUNNY PAGES: Wilh a toui-page. full color Nuts Ihe Aesop B-olheis on 
honeymoon Verman. Snennan Ihe Tank. Odd SofJhms and dozens of other comics and cartoons. 
NOVEMBER, 1976/SPECIAL ELECTION YEAR ISSUE: IE Democracy lixed'' I he canplele story of 
(he Townv.iie campaign slarnng Foro1 anC Carisr look-alikes, wtlti Ihe iraditional bribery cx>rrupt:on 
and natural cia?
JANUARY, 1977/SUREFIRE ISSUE: With Those Lazy. Hazy. Crazy Final Days, lotsol hilarious ear- 
toons, signtrjags comics. andlheScjenrerrrtc^/icncari parody

FEBRUARY, 1977/KENNEDY REINAUGURAL ISSUE: Wilh JKFs First 6.000 Days (1962-1976).
Ihe Village Voice parody. Wai in Ireland, and Ihe Jackie Memorial
APRIL, 1977/RIPPING THE LID OFF TV: Wilh T-Bird and Monza. TV magazine, Monday Nigh] 
Sleep. PBS Concordance and Dinah's Dumper
JUNE, 1977/CAREERS; Wilh mercenaries wetbacks, guidance counselors, summer pbs. place 
ment tests university by mail. Sussman'sgei tch lips, and Sam Gross
JULY, 1977/SEX: Wilh Ihe inevilable Hite Repotl parody What Every Young Woman Should Know, 
pomtticks. skin Cooks. slvoKe mags ariQtheLast True-Life Western Romance 
SEPTEMBER, 1977/GROW UP; With the heallh facls. insurance madness Gidget Goes Senile, a 
guide to adutls. and Gahan Wtlson's Grown-ups Can Do Anything
OCTOBER, 1977/BEATLES: Wilh Mersey Moplop Faverave Faligeartjeat Magazine, Beat me 
Mealies. Ihe unreleasetl albums of John George, Ringo. Paul, and Frank Sinatra. and the authentic 
WcCartney autopsy report
NOVEMBER. 1977/LIFESTYLES: WHn Best Medical Flea Markel. Busling Out ot Suburbia' Orgas 
mic Backlash While Rastalarpans. and Best Negroes in New York
DECEMBER, 1977/CHRISTMAS IN DECEMBER; Wilh Ihe death ol Santa Claus. alternate good 
lasle covers cards, presents, and the Texas Supplement
JANUARY, 1978/THE HOLE OF SEX IN HISTORY: With the Sccratic Monologue Sex in Ancient 
China IheOelms and the 6 Blunders of the Ancient World
FEBRUARY, 1978/SPRING FASCISM PREVIEW: Wilh National Socialist Rewew. the Toronto Sup- 
piemen! Euronazis. The Real Adoll Hitler and Fascist Food
MARCH, 1978/CRIMG ANO PUNISHMENT: With Short Hairs the History ol Crime in Ihe Cinema. 
Ihe Maltese Canary. Pomiless Crimes and Jusl Deserts
APRIL, 1978/SPRING CLEANING: With Ihe Birds of Ireland, the New YQIK Supplement, four-color 
comics by Rodngues Wilson. Flenniken. and Brov^ne. and tfie Autorama
JUNE, 1978/THE WILD WEST: Wilh Even Bluegirts Gel the Cows. Ihe Indian Seclion. Our Family 
Journey to the West and Cowboys ot Many Lands
JULY. 1978/100TH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE: Wiln a garland ol parodies. Su&sman and Greenlielils 
history of NalLamp Born Again on me Fourth ol July, and comics by Wilson. Rodngues. and Subitzky 
AUGUST, 1978/TODAY'S TEENS: Wilh Sswyleen and Real Teen magazines, comics by Wilson and 
Flenn'ken Then and Now. a Field Guide to Young Teen-age Girls, and a WarLamp report on education 
in America
SEPTEMBER, 1978/STYLE: Wilh Rsgula'Guy Quarterly. Dress for Successlulness, Alro Sheek. and 
it complete fall fashion forecasl
OCTOBER, 1978/ENTERTAINMENT: With movie. TV. and music sections Porter ana Beth. self- 
amusemeni Wilson RarJngues.sndaWaiLsmpguidelolheBigTen
NOVEMBER, 1978/THE BODY: Wilh Memoirs ol a Surgeon, Pot Mews and Coke Alley. Caplain 
Cadaver by Gahan Wilson, How Our Bodies Develop, and a True Body Section 
DECEMBER, 197B/FOOD AND FESTIVITY: Wilh Modern Menus. Foods of Many Nalions, a Gen- 
Bial History of Food Fighting a Gourmet Guide, and a True Food Section
JANUARY, 1979/DEPRESSION: With Psychopages. What I Go! lor Christmas. New Year's Eve. spe 
cial Cheer-Up secton and comics by Gahan Wilson. SuotlzKy. and Flenniken 
FEBRUARY, 1979/HETEROSEXUALITY: With very Married Sex. a look at Bachelors. Planet ol Ihe 
Living Women. Screwing Your Best Friend's Wile, and a profile of Mr High!
MARCH, 1979JCHANCE: Wilh Track Rais. Vegas. Unchained Melodrama. How to D"ve Fast, 
and Jo'in and Geny s -iSk section
APRIL, 1979/APRIL FOOL: Wilh Salacious Items and Lewd Articles. Florida College Spring vacation 
Travel Supplement Ihe 1946 Bulgerno biles, and aLito magazine parody
MAY 1979/INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM ANDTERRORISM: With EXPLO 79. Boris Bond of 
KGB Git's of the Communist Bloc, and Ihe ullimale Commie guide- the Pink Pages
JUNE, 1979/KIDS: With Alice in Regularland. Young Bums. Big Boys. Child Pornography, and 
com:csbyShary Flenniken and Gahan Wilson

| THE NATIONAL LAMPOON 
1 Dept.NL779 635 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y 10022 
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National Lompoon 1964 High School 
Yearbook Parody. From C. Bstes Kefauver 
High in Dacron, Ohio 
Deluxe Edition (BO-1007A) $4,95

National Lampoon Sunday Newspaper 
Parody. Sequel to the High School Yearbook- 
is complete Sunday edition of the Dacron 
Republican-Democrot (BO-1021) $4.95

Gentleman's Bathroom Companion 
An anthology of risquS material from 
the National Lampoon [BO-1001) $2.50

Gentleman's Bathroom Companion II 
Second anthology of risque 
material from National Lampoon 
(BO-1018) $2.50

National Lampoon's 
Animal House 
Baseball Jersey 
(15-1023) $6.00

Notional Lampoon's
Animal House T-shirt

With portraits o( all the
Delta brothers

(TS 1029) $4.95

__ ^- Use this COUPON (of your order.

Indicate the producis that you wish to purchase, enclose check or money order, place in envelope, and send to:

National Lampoon, Depl. NL- 779
635 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

Please enclose 75* per order for postage and handling (Canadian and foreign residents please enclose $1.00 per order
New York State residents please add 8% sales tax.

1 hove enclosed a tolal of $_____________________

National Lompoon
Black Sax Baseball Jacket

(Satiny fabric with o real cotton lining,)
ITS-1030) $29.95

National Lampoon
"That's Not Funny,
That's Sick!" T-shirt

(TS-1026J$4.95

National Lampoon
Black So*

Softball Team Jersey 
(TS-1027)$6.00

Nome_
(please print)

Address-

Gty_ -Stole.
(Please be sure lhat your zip code is correct.)

_Zip_

D$4.95BO-1007A

a$15.00BN-1002

n$13.50BN-1003

D $12.50 BN-1004

D$11.50BN-1005

D $10.50 BN-1006

D $2.50 BO-1001

D $2.50 BO-1003

D $2.50 BO-1005

D $2.50 BO-1006

D $2.50 BO-1008

D $2.50 BO-1009

a $6.95 A -1001

D $4.95 BO-1021

D $2.50 BO-1016

D $2.50 BO-1018

D $2.50 BO-1020

D $3.95 BO-1025

LI $4.50 BN-I001

(2 (or $8.00,

3for$10.50)

DS3.95TS-1019 smal

D$6.00TS-1027 smal

Q $4.95 TS 1026 smol

DS6.00TS-1028 smal

a$4,95TS-!029 smal

D $29.95 TS-1030 smol

Circle one:

medium large

medium large

medium

medium

medium

medium

large 

large 

large 

large

National Lompoon Mono Gorilla T-shirt
(TS-1019)$3.95
National Lampoon Binder [BN-1001)
$4.50each, 2 for $8.00,3 for $10.50
Lampoon—12 issjjei in binder.
1974 (UN-1002) $15,00,1975 (BN-1003) $13.50
1976 (BN-1004) $12.50,1977 (BN-1005) $11.50.
1978 [BN-1006) $10.50
The Naked and Hie Nude—Hollywood
and Beyond. National Lompoon goes to the movies
(BO-1016) $2.50
"That's Not Funny, That's Sick!"
Notional Lampoon comedy LP
(A-1001]$6.95
The National Lampoon Encyclopedia of Humor.
Amusement in alphabetical order, all original material
(BO-1005) $2.50
National Lampoon Presents French Comics.
Popular French cartoonists published for the firs)
time in America (BO-1020) $2.50
The Best of National Lampoon No. 3
Anthology of the National Lampoons best articles
1971 1972 (BO-1003) $2.50
The Best of National Lampoon No. 4
1972-1973 anthology (BO-1006) $2.50 
The Best of National Lampoon No. 5
1973-1974 anthology (BO-1008) $2.50 
The Best of National Lampoon No. 6
1974-1975 anthology (BO-1009) $2.50 
The Best of National Lamooon No. 8Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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yes, ITS ME,SAixy.
BE QUIET.

TWE &UARPS 
ASLEEP.NOW'S 
MY CHANCE.

k j «/TEVE MAS FOLLOWED 
THE KIPNAPPERS OF THE 
CHEESE HEIRESS TO THEIR 
MOUNTAIN HIPEOUT...

EXT MORNING...$ TEVE WORKS. 
QUICKLV-
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7.. IfA SURE MAURICE WILL DO
OUST FINE, DOCTOR. IN FACT- TOMORROW » 

WE'RE PLANING OUR 6i& SNIPE HUNT. 
SURE YOU KNOW WHAT FUN THEY 

,EH?

ONCERNED WITH THE FUTURE 
OF THE INDIAN &OY, MAURICE, 
DR.ROGERS HAS DECIDED 
TO ENROLL HIPA IN THE 
CANADIAN SCOUTING? 
PROGRAM. 
AS THE SAVING GOES.

OH, YES.' BUT PLEASE WATCH 
OUT FOR MAURICE . HE'S A 
SENSITWE. CHILD . j

BUSY HANDS CANNOT PLAY
WITH THE TOOLS OF THE
DEVIU."

AND SO WE FIND
MAURICE AND DR.RO&ERS 

INTRODUCING THE/ASELVES 
TO THE" SCOUTMASTER.

,/ftAUR.VC.E VJAS SO EVC WED 
HE COULD HARDLY SLEEP.

H£ FIRST DAY OF CAMP.
WELWFOR NO\NX LAO , HERE 
IS YOUR SCOUT NECKERCHIEF... 
BUT WE MAM HAVE TO SPECIAL 
ORDER. A UMlFORfA, EH?

O.K, LAP5-TDNl(aHT WHEN 
SUN &OES DOWNj

YOU'LL SE&IN XOUR 
FIRST SNIPE HUNT,.,.
NOV4
EXPLAIN THC HUNTIN6

PLEASE LET ME DO 
GOOD AT DAT SN\PE 
PAN/

NOW GET PLENTY OF REST TONI&HT, 
YOUN6 N\AN. TOMORROW IS A BI& 

DAV FOR YOU*

'I'LL BE GLAD TO,JOHN! NOW... THE 
ONLN WA\ TO eer A SNIPE is TO 
CLUB Hir<A,- BUT YOU
VJGAR A BLINDFOLD, BECAUSE 

THEY SEE THE VmiTES OF
YOUR eyes, YOU...

WATCH our! HERE 
THEY COME/ THEY'RE 

ALL

, MAURICE ANDTWO 
COUNSELORS ARE IN 
ABOUT TO BEGIN THE HUNT.

O,K, MAURICE, Y.OU CANT 
SEE NOW, CAN YOU? 'EUR I'M SCARED. I

I THINK I BEAR 
SOfAE SNIPE - 
BETTER START
CLUB&1N6 THE 

&ROUND!

D SO, THE FABLED SNIPE STORY 
IS TOLD, AS IT HAS BEEN FOR

GASP! DOSE SNIPES 
WERE ALL AROUND - PANT'r 

I'M CLUB ONE.... DEN RUN 
FOR. MINE LIPE [WONDER HOW JOHN AND 

HOV4ARD ARE DOLUfeV-ATH
THAT INDIAN KID.HE'S A WHAT IN 

GOB'S

TU..THATS JOHNS
TOUPEE I

THERES THAT KID 
NOW] WHWS HE 
SCREAMING

SO, AS HIS ANCESTORS 
BEFORE HINv MAURICE TAKES ONE 
STEP CLOSER TO MANHOOD,

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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It's tough. It's mean. 
And it's so much more 

responsive, it'll upgrade 
anyone's game.

All around the world, makers of (ennis
rackets are huffing, and puffing, and

making their rackets bigger. There is a
very good reason for this. 11 is known as The

Prince Principle, and the Prince Principle has literally changed the face of ten 
nis. In the dark ages of tennis, all rackets were wooden and about the same 
size. Then along came Howard Head, who singlehandedly revolutionized ski 
ing. Mr. Head developed the Prince racket. And the Prince racket is measura 
bly more responsive than any other. Four times more responsive.

This is not a claim. It is a demonstrable fact, and when we demonstrated 
the Prince Principle to (he U.S. Patent Office, (hey granted us Palent 
#3999756. And what that means, in the most basic terms, is that the only 
place you can get Prince response is from a Prince-size racket. The extra 
response is a function of the racket's size. It works so well, dozens of racket- 
makers are emulating The Principle. But, thanks to our patent, they can only 
emulate so far. What the Prince Principle gives you is a bigger (400% bigger) 
and more responsive "sweet spot." It comes in graduated degrees of 
response: sweet, sweeter and sweetest. And the sweetest spot on a Prince 
doesn't even exist on an old-fashioned racket. In developing the new Pro. 
we've taken the Prince Principle one step farther. The Pro is stiffer than our 
well-known Prince Classic, a little more streamlined, a liltle more responsive, 
(We also make a superbly respon
sive and very expensive graphite 
Prince.) But any Prince racket will 
give you that extra measure of 
response. It will improve your game. 
You'll hit more, and faster, and more 
accurately, Play with a Prince racket 
for a week. It will change your game 
as much as the Prince Principle has 
changed the face of tennis .

Prince Manufacturing, Inc.. P.O. 
Box 2031. Pnnceton. N.J. 08540. 
Telephone: 800-257-9480, in N.J. 
609-896-2500.

The Prince Principle at work: 
we've got a patent on response.

Blue-sweet. Yellow-sweeter. 
Red-sweetest.

Introducing the 
Prince Pro

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



EVERYTHING IN SOUND EQUIPMENT
1136 tinrx^T levk...d   J./n, Cir,, Mi. J«rn, DJ3

CALL TOLL FREE FOR PLACING ORDERS

800-526-6070
WE'VE GOT THE
High Fidelity Component*.

LOWEST PRICESIII

"IT'S A SONY"
BRAND NEW 
1980 Models 
SAVE K $300

Modal 
DT-400 $75

B/W TV'S   COLOR TV'S
RADIOS » STEREOS
TAPE RECORDERS

THE SMART SET

tune, gave her name to the sound people 
make when they throw up.... Lawyer 
ROY COHN is reportedly amassing a 
huge sum of money to be used to buy 
back the soul that he auctioned off in the 
early fifties.... Speaking of old farts who 
lose all their talent and spend the rest of 
their lives casting doubt on their early 
work and making monumental assholes 
of themselves, GEORGE HARRISON 
and PAUL MeCARTNEY have new 
records out, George, who was always 
somewhat to the rear of the mollusk in 
the metabolism department, literally fell 
asleep during the recording of his heap 
of vinyl. Listen for his head striking the 
mike on the last cut on the first side. 
Thank God for Old Dog Eyes. His new 
record is only a forty-five. But Paul 
McCartney doing a disco single makes 
for as much fun as your grandmother 
signing up for a nude dirt bike race. 
Were these guys all that cool or were we 
just really stoned?... A group of tele 
vision archivists and researchers have de 
termined that the late ERNIE 
KOVACS was exactly three weeks, six 
days, and forty-four minutes ahead of his 
time... .SENATOR GEORGE 
McGOVERN says that he's thinking of 
stepping down from his Senate stool to 
become, in his words, "a fruit" 
McGovern, whom his friends call 
"Shitbird" has always admired homo 
sexual men and has admittedly emulated 
their mannerisms. "I like everything 
about them but their haircuts," says the 
dizzy South Dakotan....ROBIN 
"MORK" WILLIAMS is emphatically 
denying rumors that he once sampled 
bird dooto see "what it tasted like."... 
former N.Y mayor JOHN LINUSAY 
says he's ready for a return to politics just 
as soon as he gets his dork out of the tub 
drain. "It fits fn just fine but it doesn't fit 
out too good)' says John.... Although 
family spokesmen are denying it, there 
are several reports in Texas newspapers • 
that the late PRESIDENT 
LYNDON B. JOHNSON reached out 
of his grave and stole money from a 
woman's purse as she paid her respects 
to the deceased leader.... Everyone seems 
to think that TV hot shit FRED 
SILVERMAN is just sitting around his 
NBC office these clays. "Not so," says 
Chubby Checks, "1 just cleaned my cars 
ovit with a pencil and scraped some dried- 
up milk off my tie."... Director 
STEVEN SPIELBERG is telling 
friends that he has taken his thumb out 
of his ass.... And finally, singer MONTI 
ROCK III has been sold for fertilizer by 
his manager. Q
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JOB DOUBLE-WIDTH
Fine white, puregummed JOB cig 
arette paper. The generous paper 
for those who formerly glued two 
papers together.

JOB 1.5™ MIDDLE-WIDTH 
Popular eJOB 1.5™ cigarette paper 
cut a bit smaller than a double- 
wide for less waste and bulk. The 
perfect size.

JOB 1.25™ PRECISION-WIDTH™
The precise amount of paper for 
the seasoned roller, cut bigger 
than a single-wide, yet smaller 
than JOB 1.5™

JOB SINGLE-WIDTH
Traditional single-width in a 
Classic JOB White/Gold Softpack 
or JOB Cutcorners easy-roll 
notched corners.

TBY 'EM OB BUY 'EM LIMITED OFFEB
Try your favorite size JOB cigarette 
papers at home! Choose a specially 
priced JOB 24-pack or 4-pack sampler* 
sent post-paid directly to you.

Complete and mail coupon with 
payment. Quickest'delivery with 
money-order, cashier's or certified 
check (un-certified checks must clear 
bank prior to shipping; no stamps or 
coins, please; sorry no C.O.D.'s). 
Offers limited; void where prohibited. 
Limit one sampler or box per family, 
please. Act today!

*Sampler includes one pack new JOB 1.25™. 
two packs JOB 1.5™, and one pack JOB double- 
width cigarette papers.

Please send the following item I am over 21 years of age.

_' J«B Double-width
cigarette papers 24-pack 59.60 $_ 

_) JOB 1 5™ Middle-width
cigarette papers 24-pack S9.60 $_ 

I JOB ' 25™ Precision-width™
cigarette papers 24-pack S9.60 $_

,1
Brought lo you irom France by

DISTRIBUTING* COMPAKTY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 6O64O USA

C JOB Single-width 55's 
Classic White 24-pack 

n JOB Single-width
Cutcorners 25-pack 

n JOB Favorite Hits 4-pack
cigarette paper sampler 

TOTAL (Check enclosed! 
Includes postage & handling 
SEND TO: PAPERS

Adams Apple Dist.Co. 
5100 N. Ravenswood 
Chicago, IL 60640

S7.20 $_

$7.50 S_

$1 .00 $_

MS/MRS/MR

Address

City/State/Ztp
Illinois residents add 5% sales tax. Allow three to
four weeks delivery. NLP-7909
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member how he told you about shitting 
in his pants and trying to hang, on to the 
guy behind him us the sergeant put his 
foot against his back and shoved? Of 
course you do. You don't forget a horror 
story like that in a minute. But get this: 
diere're guys out there who do what 
your old man was forced to do, for /im! 1 
mean it. There are guys out there whose 
idea of a good time is to throw them- 
selves out of a rucking airplane! These 
psychos call it sky diving, f call it fucking 
suicide. Go figure it.

SOCCER. Soccer is a sport new to 
Americans. In fact, if you look closely as 
you wander past a pick-up game in any 
downtown city park, you'll find it's 
being played by men who arguably aren't 
real Americans at all. Dark, swarthy 
gents with name? like Pagatini, Papajo- 
poulos, and M a race i bo oil their way 
from one goal to the other, gibbering in 
foreign tongues and doing things with 
their heads and feet more suited to the 
ape cage at the =00 than an American 
athletic field. Take my advice and steer 
clear of this so-called sport, k may be on 
the up-and-up, but then again there may 
he something going on here that turns 
out to he of more than passing interest 
to the FBI, the ClA, and the U.S. Immi 
gration Service. Why take a chance?

SOFTBALL. Softball is the last refuge 
of [he over-thirty alcoholic failed high 
school athlete. It is a game so haphazard 
that no one has bothered to keep score 
since 1958. The outfield throws up. Girls 
are made to pitch. Toddlers are im 
pressed into the hatting order. The only 
thing worse than the game itself is the 
sort of person who dmgs one off to play 
it: beery second cousins at family reun 
ions, unemployed friends left over from 
college, and h y perk i net ic blow-job fod- 
der in the steno pool. Often it's possible 
to fuck an overweight, sweaty girl after 
one of these contests, but, then again, it's 
(i(«'m\s possible to fuck an overweight 
sweaty girl. There m% organized and even 
professional versions of this sport, but 
n's like citing vintage years of R..C. Cola 
or making urination a Nobel Prize 
category.

SQUASH. Squash is a racquet game 
played in an enclosed court by an upper- 
middle-class lawyer, doctor, executive, or 
any graduate of a college that doesn't 
have an aggie department. Squash origi 
nated in England in the early nineteenth 
century after the king raised the tennis 
tax to intolerable levels. R)r this reason,

squash resembles tennis in many Ways: 
you must dress like a silly, act like you 
own the fucking place when you walk 
into the shower room, and drive a for 
eign car that never works. A match is 
made up of Ave games. A game is won 
when one player reaches fifteen points 
or when a player smacks the other in the 
nuts with the ball. Play is continuous ex 
cept for a one-minute interval to wipe 
the snot out of your moustache between 
games, and a two-minute interval to 
take a piss or call your wife between 
matches. The main reason why squash 
has not caught on in the U.S. like it did 
in the U.K. is that the racquet looks tike 
it's lor badminton, and most self-re 
specting men feel foolish carrying it on 
the street.

SURFING. As one might expect from 
the old address of the American Surfing 
Association—1303 Avocado Avenue, 
Newport Beach, California—any dis 
cussion of surfing will probably hurt. 
Nonetheless, here is a short history. 
While Christ was dying on the cross, 
several hundred thousand Hawaiians 
were riding giant wooden o!o boards on 
top of thirty-foot breakers for hours on 
end because none of them had jobs or 
any responsibilities. A gang of Calvinist 
missionaries from Boston paid them 
back by killing oft 95 percent of them, 
leaving a half-breed named Freech to go 
to Redondo Beach and teach Cali 
fornia ns to ride waves before the secret 
was lost forever. Bob Simmons invented 
the plastic surfboard, Hugh Bradncr in 
vented the plastic wet suit, and then 
Dennis Wilson announced on a record 
jacket that he was in possession of both 
an XK-E and a Stingray and wished to 
meet and drive around with every fe 
male in the United States. Instead, he 
decided to go crazy and give practically 
everything to Charles Manson. Dick 
Dale moved his act to Las \egas; Del 
Webb moved to Hawaii; the Beach Boys 
performed their six-hundrcd-and- 
twelve-thousandth concert with Brian 
drooling over a ten-key piano; Bruce 
Brown ran Th^ EnJ^ Srnnma for six 
weeks on a bed sheet for five hundred 
Kurdish tribesmen; Hobie started mak 
ing skis; and they stopped selling surf 
comics with the little gremlins in over 
sized huaraches and T-shirts bearing in 
scriptions like "Surfcrs Rule the World'' 
The miserable truth, of course, is that 
among the millions of Clorox-headed, 
blue-sneakcred surf scum of the day, 
there were doubtless tragic individuals 
who in their deepest, most profoundly 
Californian teen mind-set actually be 
lieved that surfing was the dominant and

controlling force on earth. Fortunately, 
drugs cured most of them, and they are 
now doing missionary work in Hawaii 
or are dead.

SWIMMING. Swimming is not a sport 
or a game. A sport or a game is some 
thing done by choice, presumably for 
fun. Swimming is something done out 
of necessity, presumably to not drown. 
You might as well organize a sport 
around "being scared of NegrocsJ' Also 
the competitive, forms of swimming are 
all predicated on different peculiar mo 
tions that one makes while in the water: 
backstroke, crawl, butterfly, etc.—an idea 
that would seem to owu much to the 
Monty Python "Ministry of Funny 
Walks" skit. Long-distance swimming is 
done by chunky girls with peculiar last 
names who grease themselves with un 
pleasant substances. As a further note 

-on swimming and its adherents, it 
should be pointed out that the phrase 
"swimmer's body" occurs with great fre 
quency in the kind of personal news 
paper ad that solicits homosexual 
liaisons.

TENNIS. Tennis comes to us from En 
gland, where it served originally as a 
simple diversion to keep royal idiot chil 
dren away from the fox hunts. What 
better sport for nitwits than to paddle a 
ball back and forth across a net? The 
game of tennis has not changed much 
from its noble beginnings except that, 
modem society being what it is, Jews are 
allowed to play. Since most people don't 
know their butt from a base line, tennis 
isn't very much fun and certainly isn't 
worth a poop as a form of exercise. A 
typical game of amateur tennis begins 
with the serve,-which generally goes into 
the parking lot and is called a fuck-up. 
The person serving is given another 
swipe at the ball, which he does with 
considerably less force, resulting, in most 
cases, in the ball striking the middle or 
the top of the net and dropping, which 
means a point for the opposition. In the 
event that the ball does sail over the net 
and land in bounds, the player nearest it 
whacks it into the parking lot, giving a 
point to the server. The game is over 
when everyone is ready for a drink.

TOUCH FOOTBALL. Touch foot-
ball is a washed-out imitation of real 
football, designed for the latent homo 
sexual, the "closet queen" who will 
never admit what he really is. And so he 
"plays" at the sport, afraid to put his en 
tire body into it, afraid of genuine block 
ing and tackling and playing with rear 
ends. Instead, he prefers to be "touched"

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



'For electronically easy pictures,
the Minolta XG
is our automatic choice."

—Bruce and Chrystie Jenner

Bruce Jenner, world record holder, Olympic decathlon.

Try an easy-to-use Minolta XG at your dealer For illustrated 
brochure, write Minolta Corp., 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446. 
In Canada: Minolta, Ontario, L4W1A4.

Doing difficult things easily is the 
mark of a star performer

In an athlete like Olympic 
decathlon champion Bruce 
Jenner And in a camera like the 
electronic Minolta XG 35mm 
reflex. That's why a Minolta XG is 
the camera Chrystie Jenner uses 
to get professional-quality 
pictures of Bruce in action.

The Minolta XG is point-focus- 
shool easy As you look into the 
bright electronic v'lewtinder, glow 
ing light-emitting diodes (LED's) 
show you how the exposure is 
being set automatically. One LED 
can even tell you when the op 
tional Minolta Auto Electroflash 
is ready to fire.

An electronic self-timer, with 
flashing LED signal on the front of 
the camera, lets you get into (he 
picture. There's even a signal to let 
you know the film is advancing 
properly.

Your Minolta XG can be the start 
of a complete Minolta system. Just 
add an optional Minolta electronic 
flash, an auto winder to advance 
the film at about two frames per 
second, or any of more than forty 
Minolta interchangeable lenses.
Minolta XG.
The automatic choice
for easy action pictures.

inoll
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with the National Lampoon Black Sox. 
Caihirtoraiaclcet.Orboth.

Gentlemen: Please send me ( ) baseball jacket(s) with cotton lining and snappy satiny exterior I have 
enclosed $28.95 plus $2.00 postage and handling for each jacket ordered. And please also send ( ) T- 
shirt (s) at $6.00 each plus 60<£ postage and handling. Please find enclosed my check or money order for 
the appropriate amount (payable in US- funds within the continental US.A. or Canada). New Yorkers 
must add 8 percent sales tax. I have made the check payable to:

National Lampoon, 635 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Please send jacket to:

Name__________________________________________________________________

Address..

City___

(please print)

. State- Zip.

Please indicate sizes: 
lackets D small n medium D large 
T-shirts D small Q medium D large 
(Please insert number ol products ordered.)
If you do not wish to clip this coupon but do wish to order, please print or type the necessary information and enclose 
it with a check or money order
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• Mobsters Jim Gallo and Joe 
Conigliaro sandwiched Vin- 
nie Ba Ba in the back seat of 
a car, leveled guns at either 
side of his head, and ex 
plained they intended to kill 
him for being a stool pigeon. 
Ba Ba was spared, however, 
when the driver took a sud 
den turn, causing Jim and 
Joe to lurch forward and ac 
cidentally shoot each other. 
Vinnie commemorates the 
event annually with a gift of 
wheelchair batteries to the 
permanently paralyzed Con 
igliaro and a note reading: 
"Keep rolling, from your pal 
Vinnie Ba Ba." Edmonton 
Sun (contributed by John 
Burke)

• A man entered a dry clean 
ing establishment,seized a 
stapler by the cash register, 
and announced to the woman 
clerk, "This is a holdup. Give 
me all your money or I'll put 
a staple in your head." She 
gave him sixty dollars. Phila 
delphia Inquirer (contrib 
uted by Michael Roszkowski)

• When a thirty-eighl-year- 
old Washington man learned 
his sister had a fatal kidney 
disease and was unable to lo 
cate a suitable organ donor, 
he killed himself so that she 
might have the use of his 
own kidneys. Doctors then 
determined his kidneys were 
no good, AP (contributed by 
Vernon Smith)

• Upon discovering his wife 
had been involved with an 
other man, Gibbon Hedley of 
Teeside, England, sought to 
take his own life and that of 
his wife's lover. Accordingly, 
he outfitted himself as a 
human bomb and waited for 
the boyfriend to approach. 
Hedley's blast failed to kill ei 
ther party, however, so he

crawled to his disabled vic 
tim and beat him to death 
with the detonator. UPI (con 
tributed by Vernon Smith)

• A Nashville man was sen 
tenced to three years in 
prison after an Atlanta court 
convicted him on twenty 
counts of simple battery (un 
authorized touching of an 
other person). According to 
police, the defendant repeat 
edly approached women who 
were wearing high platform 
shoes and stomped on their 
feet as hard as he could. AP 
(contributed by Vernon 
Smith)

• Manfred Kah, a West Ger 
man branch bank manager, 
was arrested by police after 
women complained that Kah 
seduced them by masquerad 
ing as "Dr. Bender-special 
ist in virology' Kah selected 
random females from the 
phone book and told them he 
was treating their relatives 
for an unusual viral disease 
that may be present in other 
family members. He sug 
gested the women undergo a 
free precautionary exam 
ination at a hotel room, dur 
ing which they would be 
blindfolded so as to obviate 
embarrassment and rnain-

(©90-1977)"
"I'm a very bad layl'-After his third marriage.

IN 1928GROUCHO'S FATHER ATTENDED 
ONE OF HIS SON'S PERFORMANCES IN 

NEW YORK, AFTER WHICH GROUCHO 
RIPPED THE ELDERLY MAN'S SHIRT 

OFF BECAUSE HE 
"DIDN'T LIKE" 

THE SHOW.

GROUCHO, TOR 
MENTED THROUGH 

OUT HIS LIFE BV 
PREMATURE EJACU 

LATION, GAVE ONE OF 
HIS FIANCEES MONEY 
AFTER EACH DATE AS 

COMPENSATION.

AT FIFTEEN, GROUCHO CONTRACTED SYPHILIS 
FROM A PROSTITUTE, THEN SPENT SEVERAL 
YEARS "SLEEPING WITH COLORED GIRLS:1 

HE AND HIS BROTHERS OFTEN SHARED THE 
SAMEWOMEN-IF ONE BECAME 

PREGNANT, THEY WOULD 
SPLIT THEABORTION 
COSTS FOUR WAYS.

tain a fully "professional" at 
mosphere. When the women 
arrived at the hotel, "Dr. 
Bender" explained the virus 
was detectable only by 
means of sexual intercourse, 
conducted three times in im 
mediate succession. He fur 
ther indicated that the test 
would be seriously jeopar 
dized if the patients did not 
achieve orgasm. Over 160 
women are known to have 
submitted to Kah's exam 
ination. Parade (contributed 
by Bob Spieler)

• Mario Ticcinini and Alex 
ander Giordano were ar 
rested by Newark police and 
charged with stealing Jelliff 
Avenue between 18 Avenue 
and Waverly, They allegedly 
sold it stone by stone at 
nearby construction sites for 
over $20,000, New York 
Times Service (contributed 
by Don Bell)

• A thirteen-year-old boy 
stole a San Francisco munici 
pal bus and drove it as far as 
Truckee, California, where 
officers used squad cars and 
Department of Transporta 
tion sand trucks to force him 
off the road. The eighty- 
pound youngster, who 
claimed he was en route to 
New York City, had run away 
from home with his ten-year- 
old brother the day before. 
The latter had broken into a 
similar bus and driven it to 
Oakland. North Lake Tahoe 
Bonanza (contributed by Bob 
Wyman)

• Cletus Schlier, suffering se 
vere arthritis in his right foot 
as a result of a construction 
accident, found prescribed 
medications ineffective. Con 
sequently, he blew the foot 
off with a shotgun. AP (con 
tributed by Vernon Smith)
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Here are the endings to some 
things thai you 'd only read or 
sit through to find out the 
endings.

MOVIES
Old Boyfriends: This movie is 
so bad you won't care how it 
ends.

The Champ: After seven 
years out ot the ring. Jon 
Voight wins his comeback 
fight,but dies moments later 
in his dressing room, leaving 
Ricky Schroder, his son, in 
the arms of Faye Dunaway. 
his ex-wife.

The Passage: Pursued by Mal 
colm McDowell. a cunning 
SS officer. Anthony Quinn, 
leads James Mason and his 
children over the Pyrenees 
to safety. McDowell survives 
an avalanche only to die in 
front of Mason and Quinn in 
Spain.

The China Syndrome: Jack 
Lemmon is shot and killed 
when he tries to tell the press 
that the nuclear power plant 
is unsafe. Meanwhile, during 
the crisis, the plant almost 
blows up. Jane Fonda proves 
herself as a hard news 
reporter.

Hair; Treat Williams tempo 
rarily takes John Savage's 
place in boot camp and acci 
dentally j.ets shipped to Viet 
nam, where he is killed.

BOOKS
Distant Stations by Jonathan 
Schwartz. Paul Kramer. tele 
vision interviewer, and his 
girl friend Emily Keller, steal 
$50,000 from an acquain 
tance named Docker. After 
breaking up with Emily, Kra 
mer feels guilty and returns 
the money to Decker's bot 
tom drawer.

The Bronx Zoo by Sparky 
Lyle. Sparky Lyle writes 
about being a Yankee in the 
tumultuous and amazing 
1978 season. He makes him 
self out to be one of the 
abused good guys, while Reg 
gie, Billy, and George are 
made out to be uncompro 
mising troublemakers.

Here is a brief political history 
of modern Rhodesia. You arc 
the Undersecretary of State for 
African Affairs-see if you can 
formulate a coherent and re 
liable foreign policy. You have 
thirty seconds. Go.

The ANC, formed in 1957 
under the leadership of 
George Nyandore, was 
banned in 1959 and suc 
ceeded by the NDP which 
was outlawed in 1961, after 
which NDP veterans in 
stituted the ZAPU, while mil 
itants founded the XN'P. 
which was later declared ille 
gal by Rhodesian authorities. 
So ZNP heads created a new 
group known as the PASU. 
which soon disbanded, leav 
ing ZAPU as the nations only 
significant resistance organi

zation until Robert Mugabe 
established a ZAPU splinter 
group called theZANU

Bishop Muxorewa resur 
rected the ANC in 1971, 
while James Chikerema split 
from ZAPU and formed 
FROLEZI, which endorsed 
Ndabaningi Silhole and 
Muzorewa. Some time later, 
tribal chiefs Ndiweni and 
Chirau founded ZUPO and 
joined forces with the Rhode 
sian government.

Mugabe's ZANU and 
Nkomo's ZAPU then set up 
the Popular Front and ZIPA, 
which is presently battling 
Sithole. Muzorewa's ANC, 
Chikerema's FROLEZI, and 
the ZUPO of Ndiweni and 
Chirau as well as the Rhode 
sian government.

What's Wrong With This 
Picture?

yourTax 
Dollars 
atWorK

Jim "Hopalong" Ilendricks, "World's Only Paraplegic Cow 
boy." mounts Calvin the Wonder Horse while Bud "Dead- 
eye" Jones looks on. Answer: Jones is blind.

These publications are current 
ly available to you from the 
Genera! Services Administra 
tion, most of them at no cost.
Safe Brown Bag Lunches. 559G. Free.
2pp.
Grandma Called It Roughage. SE3G.
Free.2 pp.
How to Donate the Body or Its
Organs. S80G. Free. 16 pp.
And Now a Word about Your
Shampoo. S73G. Free. 5 pp.
Food Shopper Language, 551G. Free.
9pp.
Can Your Kitchen Pass the Food
Storage Test? 556G. Free. 8 pp.
Successful Jogging. 586G. Free. 4
PP
Acne. S87G.Free.2PP
Organic Gardening—Think Mulch.
622G. Free. 6 pp.
Growing Vegetables in Containers.
619G. Free. 7 pp,
Imaginative Ways with Bathrooms.
61SG. Free. 6pp.
Beautiful Junk. 006G. A0<t. 12 pp.
Removing Stains from Fabrics. 079G.
SO*. 26 pp.
Firewood for Your Fireplace. 047G.
60*. 7 pp.
Corrosion. 057G. 80*. 3 pp
Battery Hazards. 503G. Free. 5 pp.

True Masthead
Edited by Tod Carroll 
Editorial Assistant: Susan 
Rosenthal
Spoilers by Susan Rosenthal 
Lives by Bradley Razook 
Art: Maira Berman 
Research: Betsy Aaron 
Contributing Editors: Tom 
Corcoran, Ben Ellard. Susan 
Hoffrnan, R Howard Lyons, 
Bill Moseley, Pedar Ness, 
Alan Rose.

Contributions: We will pay 
$10 for every item used, $20 
for b&w photos. $30 for color 
photos. Send to: True Facts, 
National Lampoon, 635 Madi 
son Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10022. In case of duplication, 
earliest postmark is selected.

Editor's Note: The items 
which appear in the True 
Section are, to the best of our 
ability to verify them, true. 
We will gladly retract any 
thing that can be proven 
false. Everything else in Na 
tional Lampoon is fictional. 
Except the ads.
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Special Animal Page
SOME WORMS, BUGS, ANIMALS, AND FISH 
THAT ARE JUST DISGUSTING

Pearl fish live in the bodies 
of sea cucumbers, entering 
through the anus tail first. 
Some types periodically ven 
ture out at night to feed. One 
genus likes to eat the gonads 
of its host. Preferred host cu 
cumbers in the West Indies 
have live teeth ringing their 
anal cavities.

Bedbugs subsist on human 
blood, sufficient quantities of 
which cause girl bedbugs to 
become sexually aroused. 
Since females are not equip 
ped with vaginal openings, 
males are forced to drill 
through their exoskelelal 
armor with curved, dagger- 
like penises. The female shell 
contains a faint notch that 
serves as a form of target 
and starter hole.

Threadworms like to fuck in 
potatoes. The female bur 
rows into a host potato, posi 
tioning herself stomach-up 
just beneath the skin. She 
then punctures it with her 
sharp-lipped, telescoping 
genitalia, which the male 
threadworm, who is about 
twenty times smaller than 
the female, will hopefully 
discover while roaming 
around the outside of the po 
tato on his search for 
vaginas.

Bats ball upside-down.

Bumblebee eelworms screw 
only in wet dirt. After cop 
ulation the male eelworm 
dies, and his mate locales a 
queen bee and bores into her 
body. The female eelworms 
vagina soon expands uncon 
trollably until her entire 
body is transformed into one 
monstrous womb, wherein 
infant bumblebee eelworms 
are incubated and hatched.

Carp parasite worms spend 
their entire lives fucking in 
carp gills. Each has two sets 
of genitals, one male and one 
female, which lock together 
at first mating and stay that 
way until one or both part- 
nersdie.

A female starworm is an 
odiously misshapen blob 
with a pickle • like body 
textured with large, fleshy 
warts. The tiny male star- 
worm spends most of his life 
in the female's vagina, loung 
ing and screwing.

Male marine bristleworms
perform a frenzied sexual 
dance intended to cause fe 
males to drop their eggs so 
they may fertilize them with 
sperm. Should the eggs fail 
to become dislodged, how 
ever, a female will bite off 
her mate's penis and swallow 
it in hopes of accomplishing 
fertilization internally,

Mud snails prefer chain sex. 
during which each snail 
mounts the snail in front of 
him until a long line of si 
multaneously humping 
snails is formed.

Moth mites, who live on ca 
terpillars, deliver their 
young in gender groups: 
males first, then females. 
Baby males linger at the 
mouth of the mother's va 
gina, waiting for their sisters 
to emerge, at which point the 
first male in line rapes the 
first-born female. His broth 
ers each take turns repeating 
the act as more girl mites 
appear.

Prior to mating, male porcu 
pines urinate on female por 
cupines to soften their quills.

ZSA ZSA'S DOGS
Concept and research by Bill Moseley

It has been established that between 1953 and 1978, Zsa 
Zsa Gabor owned at least fifteen dogs. Here are seven of 
them for vour records.

Unidentified. Unidentified.
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Food for Thought
Reader's Page
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Macho
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ENCYCLOPEDIA
omtmwd f«,m jw 36

with two hands to denote when hi? is 
cackled, a not very stimulating feeling. 
When asked to compare real football 
with touch football, Gene "Big Daddy" 
Lipscomb, one of the great homosexual 
players of all time, said, "Touch football 
reminds me of that old joke, 'Why is a 
kiss over the telephone like a straw hat? 
Because it isn't felt.' Also, it doesn't have 
your dick in it."

TRACK AND FIELD. Most track 
events were invented by the Jews thou 
sands of years ago when they were 
known as Hebrews. The events were de 
signed to keep everyone fleet of foot, in 
case they had to run for their lives. Jews 
were always fleeing Irom one place to an 
other, running Irom the attacks of hos 
tile countries or simply being punished 
by their angry, wrathful god. They were, 
for the most part, natural cowards, ex 
cept for a few highly-publicized celebri 
ties such as David, who won his fight 
with a lucky shot.

The distance running events were cre 
ated for the long retreats, during which 
the Jews would leave their country entire

ly. A typical marathon run was about 
eight hundred to nine hundred miles. 
The sprints were designed for those 
quick bursts of speed needed to escape a 
flying rock or spear. In the original relay 
race, the Jews ran in family teams, and 
instead of passing a baton, they handed 
off a precious jewel, hoping a fresh run 
ner could hold it and keep it away from 
the enemy invaders.

The modem field events came from 
activities devised by those English who 
were in charge of the insane asylums in 
the nineteenth century. The activities 
were invented by the doctors and super 
intendents to keep the inmates occupied 
with some kind of exercise. To the certi- 
fiably insane, the idea of swinging a gi 
gantic ball and chain over one's head and 
then heaving it great distances made 
sense. The same applied to throwing a 
sixteen-pound steel ball or hurling your 
body over a seven-foot height into a 
sandpit. There were many other field 
events that did not attain the same kind 
of popularity as those we compete in 
today. One game called for throwing a 
twenty-quart cast-iron casserole pot 
straight up in the air as high as possible 
and catching it directly on your head, as

if it were a falling hat. Why the hammer 
throw, shot put, and high jump survived, 
and the casserole pot throw didn't, is still 
a mysterious, unanswered question. 
Surely the casserole throw is just as ex 
citing and meaningful as the others.

TRAP and SKEET. Shooting with a 
shotgun at clay disks as they are flung at 
high speeds and in odd directions by ma 
chines or intoxicated friends wielding 
handtraps may seem a pale shadow of 
real hunting. Still, if you live in an urban 
area and are not fortunate enough to be 
a policeman on duty in Harlem during a 
blackout, you are not likely to find a 
much more challenging sport. The only 
way to shoot a duck now in many areas 
of the country is to sneak into a poultry 
farm late at night and, standing waist- 
deep in mallard shit, blast at the birds as 
they waddle by on the surface of the 
manure, supported by their flat feet. You 
can shoot geese in the children's zoo (if 
there is one in .the area), and you might 
get a chance at a woodcock on a cigar 
store Indian, but other than that your 
chances of real shooting are slim. While 
you practice blowing the clay disks out of 
the air hour after hour, you can take sol-

Come along on Natiamp's international humor tour, featuring "Airlines of Emerging Nations^' 
A Spicy Guide to European Hot Spots, "A Jew Goes Back to Germany," and much, much more!

In the August National Lampoon.,. Vacation Time!

"O.K., sir, everything checks out here. But now you have to go with Christopher. Christopher
is going to examine your rectum."
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B@©ks an?©
Take these two, for example. They have titles, sure, but let's not be so Jormal. Let's 
call them, oh, say, Al and Sam. Two potential lifetime pals. The kind of guys you'd 
like to lie around the house with, share some laughs, a couple beers...good chums 
who'd like to get to know you better. How? Invite them over! All you have to do is 
clip the coupon down below, send in a couple bucks (big deal), and Al and Sam 
will soon be knocking on your mailbox saying, "Hi, good buddy?"

Hiya, pal!
I'm your

friend Al!

The Original National Lampoon 1964 High 
School Yearbook Parody.
Back again by popular demand* The classic N«- 
tional Lampoon 1964 High School Yearbook Pa- 
roily in a special deluxe edition at $4*95. Edited 
by P. J. O'Rourke and Doug Kenney. 1.6 million 
copies sold!

"The finest example of group writing since 
the King James Bible!"

Harper's Magazine

National Lampoon's Cartoons Even We Wouldn't 
Dare Print.
112 pages of all-new, patently offensive, bla 
tantly hilarious cartoons too gross for even us 
to print. Till now, that is. I mean, if we weren't 
prepared to print them, then we wouldn't have 
a book, now would we? All the best of Gross, 
Rodrigues, Caldwell, and a host of others at 
their rib-tickling, stomach-turning best. A steal 
(no kidding) at just $5.95. Edited by Scan Kelly 
and John Weidman.

Send me __ copies of the National Lampoon's Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare Print at $5.95 

Send me __ copies of the National Lampoon 1964 High School Yearbook Parody at $4.95 each.

Please add 750 per order for postage and handling in the U.S., $1.00 for shipments
anywhere else in the world. 

New York residents, please add 8 % sales tax.

Name-

National Lampoon 
635 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10022

I enclose $ 

_Address

NL779

Cltv Stab* TinCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



With Roll'em you get
20 tipped leaves per pack 
No burnt fingers or lips 
No. potency reduction 
Easy on the draw 
Easy to roll

Rolfem, you'll love'ent
Special Mail Order Offer

Carton of Roll'em
10 Packs for $6.95

Add 50c for cost of handling 
and postage. Foreign add 1.00.

Name_

Address. 

City___ State-

I'm a dealer. Send me more information. 

Company name ________________ 

Address __________—__________ 

Clly.________ State________ Zlp_

Roll'em
10 East 40th Street, New York, N.Y. 10016

I'd &&

"Because Excita® has something 
to offer me. Its specially ribbed 
surface gives me gentle stimu 
lating sensations. And it's lubri 
cated with Sens!tol 19 , so that the 
ribs gently massage and caress 
me. I get pleasure from a male 
contraceptive I never thought 
possible. Excita offers more for 
him too. Its specially flared

shape offers 
more freedom 
of movement 

inside the contraceptive for a 
greater, more natural sensation. 
Excita, in a light color tint; is 
a stimulating new experience in 
male contraception. It's made 
for the both of you,"

Free Sample Offer
Get Excita at your drugstore. For 
a free sample pack and booklet 
send 25^ for handling to: 
Schmid Products Co. 
P.O. Box 2236, Dept. E 
Hillside, NJ. 07205

Pioneers in family planning.
Void where prohibited by law.

Sold in drugstores. Also available in Canada.

ace in the notion that if the earth is ever 
invaded by tiny aliens in relatively small 
flying saucers, you am probably earn a 
place in history as one of the planet's 
major defenders.

VOLLEYBALL. The object of vol- 
leyball is to get girls' breasts to jiggle up 
and down. It is against the rules in most 
volleyball conferences for women play 
ers to wear brassieres. Small-breasted 
girls are not very good at volleyball, al 
though the friction of loose fabric across 
their chest area sometimes produces 
really first-rate nipple erections. Topless 
volleyball is a popular variation, espe 
cially in California, but many purists 
consider it to be "amateurish]' especially 
with girls who have great big huge 
breasts that look really good in T-shirts 
but don't jiggle up and down when 
they're naked because they flop instead, 
which can be pretty gross-looking. Nude 
volleyball has been losing popularity re 
cently because having your dick and 
balls hanging out makes you feel stupid.

WEIGHT LIFTING. "Don't lift that, 
Sol, you'll get a hernia." "That suitcase 
weighs a ton, dear; let the bellhop get it." 
"Leave it for the schwartzc, Murray; or 
you'll break your back." Throughout his 
tory, man has measured his achieve 
ments and successes in inverse 
proportion to the weight of the objects 
he was forced to lift and carry. Despite 
this fact, some men today "relax" by jer 
king great, huge hunks of iron off the 
floor and wrestling them above their 
heads. If that's sport, then I guess a blow 
job and a dry martini are work. To each 
his own.

WRESTLING. Ugh. There is some 
thing really unsavory and queer-like 
about this homo-type sport. Not the 
professional kind—that's all showman 
ship, you know. Professional wrestlers 
really are great athletes—in their own 
way, of course. That is, as gymnasts and 
acrobats. And that stuff they do isn't 
easy on you. Besides, some of them 
really were great fighters, like Verne 
Gagne. He really was good. He could 
have beat somebody. He could have beat 
Joe Louis. He was the greatest. But the 
other kind, like the stuff they do in high 
school, is sort of, well, weird. Young boys 
like that and everything. Of course, 
doing it with girls without their clothes 
on and all covered in baby oil can be 
really interesting, and then you can tie 
them up to the mattress bandies with 
old neckties. But Verne Gagne was really 
good. He beat Dick the Bruiser and 
everything. |~~1
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Chicago, Illinois The Fuscorelli Baking Company decided to 
promote their new Italian-style raisin bread by baking the 
"world's largest bread",on their own roof. The bread was ac 
tually halted in sections, then hauled up to the roof and pieced 
together. The Fuscorelfi Company claims it used over i ,000 
pounds of flour, 475 eggs, 160 pounds of shortening, and 575 
pounds of other ingredients. The bread is 1/0 feel long ant 
twenty-five feet high.

Kalamazoo, Michigan One of the country's biggest paper 
manufacturer.1; has just released pictures o/ their new branchless 
tree, an experimental tree thai will he grou-n purely for con 
version to paper and paper products. "The branchless tree allows 
far more wood yield per acre than the conventional tree" said Dr. 
Paul Spiro of the company's research department. "And we can 
grow them as tall as we want" he added.

Rochester, New York The latest development in support stock 
ings, introduced at the National Stockings and Socks Shoup, is 
called "On Your Feet." Its manufacturer claims that you can 
wear these stockings and stay on your feet for up to thirty-six 
hours without sitting down. Foot circulation is guaranteed to re 
main normal. On Your Feet also doubles as thermal underwear.

New; Delhi, India The world's largest public swimming pool 
has just been completed in New Delhi, measuring over twenry 
miles long. Shown in this picture is the wading, or beginner's, 
pool, especially designed for nonswimmers and rhose who just 
wish to refresh themselves. The pool is located in the heart of 
dou-ntown New Delhi and i.s convenient to shopping and 
sightseeing.
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Chances are you've noticed.
More and more people arc enjoying Puerto 

Rican white rum in place of vodka or gin. 
Like the Lugos, they appreciate the incredible 
smoothness of white rum. It mixes beautifully 
with tonic or orange juice or soda. And makes 
a superbly dry, clean-tasting martini.

Puerto Rican white rum is, indeed, 
smoother than vodka or gin.

You see, every drop of Puerto Rican rum is 
aged, by law, for at least one full year before 
it's bottled. And when it comes to smoothness, 
aging is the name of the game.

Here's a suggestion.

Instead of mixing your usual vodka or gin 
and tonic, make it white rum and tonic. 

Now, isn't that better?

Make sure the rum is Puerto Rican.
The name Puerto Rico on the label is your 

assurance of excellence.
The Puerto Rican people have been making 

rum for almost five centuries. Their specialized 
skills and dedication resuli in a rum of 
exceptional taste and purity.

No wonder over 85% of the rum sold, 
in this country comes from Puerto Rico.

PUERTO Ricnn Rums
A;.. • -\

For free' Light Rums of Puerto Rico' recipes, write. Puerto Rican Rums. 
Dep! NL4,1290 Avenue Of the Americas. N.Y. N Y-10019©1978 Commonwealth of Puerto RicoCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Two questions to ask yourself 
when choosing a low tar:

. Just how low in tar is it?
VANTAGE

10 11 12

t s

14
MG.TAR MG.TAB

o.a MG. NIC. o.a MG. NIC.

VANTAGE

11
MG.TAB MG.TAP M6.IAB MG.TAH MG.TAB MG.TAB 

O.8 MG. NIC. O.8 MG. NIC. O.9 MG. NIC. O.8 MG. NIC. Q.9 MG. NIC. O.8 MG. NIC.

Can I go lower and still get good taste?

Golden Lights
As low as you can go and still get good taste 

and smoking satisfaction.

Source of all 'tar' and nicotine disclosures in this ad is eiiher FTC Report 
May 1978 or FTC Method. Of All Brands Sold: Lowest tan 0.5 mg.'tar/ 
O.D5 mg.nicotine av. per cigarette. FTC Report May1978. Golden Lights: 
Kings— 8 mg.'tar,' 0.7 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method.

Warning^ The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous toYourHealth.
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